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UNITED STATES COJil!!SSlON ($ 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM.illfMPND:f21 t. . i>N "-. 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20111 • COl\ilES'POHDJBal 

October 3, 1980 

CHAIRMAN 

The Honorable Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. 
Speaker of the United States 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

I am pleased to forward the following reports called for in Public Law 
90-295: 

NUREG-0728, "Report to Congress: NRC Incident Response Plan," 
required by Section 106. 

NUREG-0729, ••Report to Congress on HRC Emergency Conmunications," 
required by Section 306. 

NUREG-0730, "Report to Congress on the Acquisition of Reactor Data 
for the NRC Operations Center," required by Section 305(b). 

The reports summarize the status of many of the actions taken or being 
taken to improve the NRC response to emergencies and incidents at nuclear 
power plants. During and immediately after the accident at Three Mile 
Island-Unit 2, unforeseen difficulties in the response were overcome as 
quickly as possible. Later, additional improvements were made following 
major NRC, Congressional and Presidential reviews of the accident and 
response. The various individual changes are now being consolidated 
into more comprehensive and interrelated plans and programs such as 
those forwarded herewith. 

The NRC Incident Response Plan assigns responsibilities for performing 
the functions and making the decisions that comprise the NRC response. 
It is based on early notification of an incident (as required by 10 CFR 
50.72 and 10 CFR 20.403) and on deliberate escalation of the NRC response 
to whatever level is necessary to help limit risks to the public and the 
environment. The plan specifies that the Chairman direct the NRC 
response through a shortened chain of command, with provision for dele
gation of authority to a senior NRC official at the site of an incident 
as early as it is practical to do so. The plan will be exercised, 
modified as necessary, and expanded to cover incidents other than those 
at nuclear power reactors. Some procedures and decision criteria also 
remain to be formalized. The NRC plan and its implementing procedures 
will be made consistent with those now being prepared by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, but the NRC will continue to improve its 
own plan in the meant~me. 
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The Report on Emergency Communications summarizes the findings of 
communications problems cited by six major reviews of the accident and 
response at Three Mile Island. The ·report also notes the status of 
corrective actions for those problems, then presents a more comprehen
sive evaluation of current capabilities to provide the communications 
needed to support the functions described in -the new Incident Response 
Plan. Several important communications problems persist, so the report 
concludes with a description of ·some of the options now being considered 
for further improvements. The report also points out that an ongoing 
investigation is looking into inadequacies in Three Mile !slana site 
personnel cQmmUnications with others on the day of the accident. The 
investigation was described in~ March 21, 1980, letter to Congressma~ 
Udall. This ongoing investigation is also addressing the concerns 
raised in the September 10, 1980, letter to me from Senators Hart and 
Simpson. The investigation, which began last Spring, has been delayed 
by the legal process resulting from challenges to our administrative 
subpoenas. We expect that the report of this investigation will contain 
further recommendations to improve information flow, with emphasis on 
other than hardware issues. 

The Report on the Acquisition of Reactor Data for the NRC Operations 
Center describes in detail current plans for one major facet of the 
communications problem--a link between the site and NRC Headquarters. 
The data link will play a key and early role in some NRC functions and 
decisions, and because of the additional perspective which it ma~es 
possible, the link will broadly support the entire NRC Incident Re:ponse 
Plan. In response to a letter from the Senate Committee on Public Works 
and Environment dated May 12, 1980, and another letter from the House 
Committee on Interior and Insular Aifairs dated r1ay 5, 1980, the report 
describes the relationship of the data link to decision-making and 
further describes other means of providing similar information to de
cision makers . 

I believe that these three reports satisfy the requirements of Sections 
106, 305, and 306 of Public Law 90-295 and include sufficient additional 
information to provide the appropriate context. 

The Commission recognizes that it would be impractical and unwise to 
attempt to take over reactor operation from our Headquarters. However, 
we cannot completely rule out a need for some level of NRC advice or 
involvement in an emerger~y situation, and our data requirements, while 
based ~rimarfly on our responsibility to recommend actions to protect 
the public around the reactor, must be established with this remote 
possibility in mind. 
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Commissioner Gilinsky adds: 

I am troubled by the vague description of NRC's role in future 
emergencies in the enclosed reports on NRC incident response 
planning, emergency communications and data transmission and what 
this may portend. 

Immediately at issue is whether the NRC is to acquire, for an 
expanded emergency role, electronic equipment for transmitting 
reactor control board information to NRC Headquarters. And if the 
answer is yes, how elaborate should the system be? The role of NRC 
in accidents should dictate the choice of equipment; I am concerned 
that the process is working the other way around. 

None of the three reports state clearly that the NRC's main safety 
role in a reactor ac~fdent is to help local and state governrr.ents 
decide whether there is a r.eed to protect the surrounding popu
lation--in the extreme whether to order an evacuation. There is no 
hint in the enclosed reports of what such decisions would turn on 
or on what basis an evacuation might be recommended . 

A secondary NRC role would be to help the ~eactor's operator, the 
utility, to cope with the situation, and data on the reactor's 
status would obviously be helpful. It should be understood, 
howev~r. that in practice it is the reactor vendor, the designer 
and fabricator, who is most fami liar with the details of the plant 
and is in the best position to offer assistance . 

What is most worrisome about these reports is .that despite some 
caveats they open the door to a very much more active NRC role in 
running a nuclear reactor during an accident. This is not a role 
the NRC is competent to carry out--it does not have a cadre of 
individuals licensed for, or experienced in, the operation of 
commercial power reactors--or a role that makes sense in any case. 

It is one thing to say that the possibility cannot be ruled out 
that the NRC will have to exercise more control than was planned 
for. It is quite another thing to say that however unlikely, an 
NRC takeover, possibly even from Bethesda, is nevertheless some
thing to be planned for. What concerns me is that the planning for 
an NRC takeover, accompanied by acquisition of all the accompanying 
electronic paraphernalia needed to carry out such a task, threatens 
to ta"gle lines of responsibility and obscure our ultimate dependence 
during accidents on the competence of reactor operators and manage
ment. If that competence is lackine in a utility it should not be 
operating power reactors; it will not help to try to operate distant 
power reactors from Bethesda. 
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I believe the above points have been made by all Commissioners at each 
Commission meeting on the Nuclear Data Link (including Commissioner Kennedy, 
when he was here). It nevertheless may be read as to imply the NRC 
should not receive accurate and timely information during the time an 
accident is developing. Like others who actively participated in the 
early stages of the THI accident, I am perhaps overly sensitive to the 
frustration of trying to find out what is going on during what may be 
critical moments. However, I share Commissioner Gilinsky's concerns 
that the data system may become too large, and we all will attempt to 
limit it to those few parameters needed to carry out our responsibilities. 

Enclosures: 

~ S1 cerely, L 
1\ . {11 

\ i ll~ 
~Joh F. Ahearne 
J 

1. NUREG-0728 
2. NUREG-0729 
3. NUREG-0730 



UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. c: 20555 

The Honorable Walter F. Mondale 
President of the Senate 
Washington. D. C. 20510 

Dear Hr. President: 

October 3 • i 980 

I am pleased to forward the following reports called for in Public Law 
9Q-295: 

NUREG-0728, uReport to Congress: NRC Incident Response Plan," 
required by Section 106. 

NUREG-0729, "Report to Congress on NRC Emergency Communications, " 
required by Section 306. 

NUREG-0730, ''Report to Congress on the Acquisition of Reactor Data 
for the NRC Operations Center," required by Section 305(b) . 

The reports summarize the status of many of the actions taken or being 
taken to improve the NRC response to emergencies and incidents at nuclear 
power plants. During and immediately after the accident at Three Mile 
Island-Unit ·2, unforeseen difficulties in the response were overcome as 
quickly as possible. Later, additional improvements were made following 
major NRC, Congressional and Presidential reviews of the accident and 
response. The various individual changes are now being consolidated 
into more comprehensive and interrelated plans and pro·grams such as 
those forwarded herewith. 

The NRC Incident Response Plan assigns responsibilities for perfonning 
the functions and making the decisions that comprise the NRC response. 
It is based on early notification of an incident (as required by 10 CFR 
50.72 and 10 CFR 20.403) and on deliberate escalation of the tlRC respcinse 
to whatever level is necessary to help limit risks to the public and the 
environment. The plan specifies that the Chairman direct the NRC 
response through a shortened chain of command, with provision for dele
gation of authority to a senior NRC official at the site of an incident 
as early as it is practical to do so. The plan will be exercised, 
modified as necessary, and expanded to cover incidents other than those 
at nuclear power reactors . Some procedures and decision criteria also 
remain to be formalized. The NRC plan and its implementing procedures 
will be made consistent with those now being prepared by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, but the NRC will continue to improve its 
own plan in the meantime. 
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The Report on Emergency Communications summarizes the findings of 
communications problems cited by six major reviews of the accident and 
response at Three Mile Island . The report also notes the status of 
corrective actions for tho~e problems, then presents a more comprehen
sive evaluation of current capabilities to provide the communications 
needed to support the functions described in the new Incident Response 
Plan. Several important communications problems persist, so the report 
concludes with a description of some ·of the options now being considered 
for further improvements. The report also points out that an ongoing 
investigation is looking into inadequacies in Three Mile Island site 
personnel communications with others on the day of the accident. The 
investigation was described in my March 21, 1980, letter to Congressman 
Udall . This ongoing investigation is also addressing the concerns 
raised in the September 10, 1980, letter to me from Senators Hart and 
Simpson. The investigation, which began last Spring , has been delayed 
by the legal process resulting from challenges to our administrative 
subpoenas . We expect that the report of this investigation will contain 
further recommendations to improve information flow, with emphasis on 
other ·than hardware issues. 

The Report on the Acquisition of Reactor Data for the NRC Operations 
Center describes in detail current plans for one major facet of the 
communications problem--a link between the site and NRC Headquarters . 
The data link will play a key and early role in some NRC functions and 
decisions , and because of the additional perspective which it makes 
possible, the link will broadly support the entire NRC Incident Response 
Plan. In response to a letter from the Senate Committee on Public ~orks 
and Envi ronment dated May 12, 1980, and another letter from the House 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs dated Hay 5, 1980, the report 
descr ibes the relationship of the data link to decision-making and 
fu rther describes other means of providing similar information to de
cis ion makers . 

I believe that these three reports satisfy the requirements of Sections 
106, 305, and 306 of Public Law 90-295 and include sufficient additional 
i nformation to provide the appropriate context. 

The Commission recognizes that it would be impractical and unwise to 
attempt to take over reactor operation from our Headquarters . Howeveo;-·, 
we cannot completely rule out a need for some level of NRC advi~ O!" 
i nvolvement tn an emergency situation, and our data requirements, while 
based primarily on our responsibil i ty to recommend actions to protect 
the public around the reactor, must be established wi th this remote 
possi bility in mind . 
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Commissioner Gilinsky adds: 

I am troubled by the vague description of NRC's role in future 
emergencies in the enclosed reports on I~RC incident response 
planning, emergency communications and data transmission and what 
this may portend. 

Immediately at issue is whether the NRC is to acquire, for an 
expanded emergency role, electronic equipment for transmitting 
reactor control board information to NRC Headquarters . And if the 
answer is yes, how elaborate should the system be? The role of NRC 
fn accidents should dictate the choice of equipment; I am concerned 
that the process is working the other way around. 

None of the three reports state clearly that the NRC's main safety 
role in a rea~tor accident is to help local and state governments 
decide whether there is a need to protect the surrounding popu
lation--in the extreme whether to order an evacuation. There is no 
hint in the enclosed reports of what such decisions would turn on 
or on what basis an evacu~tion might be recommended. 

A secondary NRC role would be to help the reactor's operator, the 
utility, to cope with the situation, and data on the reactor's 
status would obviously be helpful. It should be understood, 
however, that in practice it is the reactor vendor, the designer 
and fabricator, who is most familiar with the details of the plant 
and is in the best position to offer assistance. 

What is most worrisome about these reports is that despite some 
caveats they open the door to a very much more active NRC role in 
running a nuclear reactor during an accident. This is not a role 
the NRC is competent to carry out--it does not have a cadre of 
individuals licensed for, or experienced in, the operation of 
commercial power reactors--or a role that makes sense in any case. 

It is one thing to say that the possibility cannot be ruled out 
that the NRC ·will have to exercise more control than was planned 
for. It is quite another thing to say that however unlikely, an 
NRC takeover, possibly even from Bethesda, is nevertheless some
thing to be planned for. What concerns me is that the planning for 
an NRC takeover, accompanied by acquisition of all the accompanying 
electronic paraphernalia needed to carry out such a task, threatens 
to tangle lines of responsibility and obscure our ultimate dependence 
during accidents on the competence of reactor operators and manage
ment. If that competence is lacking in a utility it should not be 
operating power reactors; it will not help to try to operate distant 
power reactors from Bethesda. 
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I believe the above points have been made by all Commissioners at each 
Commission meeting on the Nuclear Data Link (including Commissioner Kennedy. 
when he was .here) . It nevertheless may be read as to imply the NRC 
should not receive accurate and timely information during the time an 
accident is developing . Like others who actively participated in the 
early stages of the THI accident, I am perhaps overly sensitive to the 
frustration of trying to find out what is going on during what may be 
critical moments. However, I share Commissioner Gilinsky's concerns 
that the data system may become too large. and we all will attempt to 
limit it to those few parameters needed to carry out our responsibilities. 

Enclosures: 
1 • NUREG-0728 
2. NUREG-0729 
3. NUREG-0730 
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FOREWORD 

Public Law 96-295 contains a request for NRC to provide three reports to 
Congress. all related to i~Provements in the NRC response to nuclear .. ergen
cies since .the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 on March 28. 1979. The 
reports prepared to answer that request are: 

NUREG-0728. "Report to Congress: NRC Incident Response ·Plan" 
NUREG-0729. "Report to Congress on NRC Ellergency Ca.unications" 
NUREG-0730. "Report to Congress on the Acquisition of Reactor Data 

for the NRC Operations Center11 

These reports sum.arize the status of many of the actions taken to date and 
provide the basis for continued upgrading of the NRC Incident Response Program. 

The NRC Incident Response Plan assigns responsibilities for performing the 
functions and making the decisions that comprise the NRC response. The NRC 
plan will be made consistent with plans being prepared by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. 

The Report on Emergency C~unications summarizes the findings of co .. unica
tions problems identified by the .ajor reviews and investigations of the 
accident and response at Three Mile Island. The report also includes the 
status of corrective actions for the identified problems and presents an 
evaluation of current co..unication capabilities and future options needed to 
support the functions identified in the NRC Incident Response Plan. 

The Report on Acquisition of Reactor Data for the NRC Operations Center 
describes alternatives for one major facet of the co .. unications problem: 
acquiring data at a nuclear power plant and transmitting th .. to NRC head
quarters . Such a data link can play a role in the NRC functions and decisions 
and provide broad support for the entire NRC Incident Response Plan. 

Collectively. these reports to Congress provide a co~rehensive outline of the 
actions and plans of the NRC for iMproving its response to any future accidents. 
It is anticipated that these documents will also provide the other possible 
participants in an accident (State and local agencies. licensees. vendors. 
etc. ) with an understanding of the present manner in which NRC can be expected 
to respond and how the response will change in the near future. 
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NRC INCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 StatutorY Responsibility 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory C~ission (NRC) regulates nuclear activities to 
protect the health and safety of the public and to preserve environmental 
quality. Toward that end, NRC •ust be prepared to respond quickly to any 
incident involving NRC licensed activities that has the potential to threaten 
the public or the environ.ent in any way. This Incident Response Plan assigns 
responsibilities which collectively assure that NRC will fulfill its statutory 
responsibility. 

1.2 Parallel Responsibilities 

While the NRC and its licensees together •ust be prepared to perfor. all 
essential technical activities to protect the public in the event of an 
incident at a licensed facility, they •ust also be prepared to cooperate with 
local, State, and other Federal agencies having related responsibilities. 

The Federal E .. rgency Manag..ent Agency (FEMA) is preparing a National 
Contingency Plan which will include provisions for coordinating all Federal 
response activities outside the boundaries of a nuclear facility. Consistency 
between the NRC and FEMA plans will be assured through a formal Me.orandun of 
Understanding between the two agencies. The NRC also has signed a ~orandum 
of Understanding with the Federal Bureau of Investigation for incidents 
involving possible safeguards violations and another with the Department of 
Transportation for transportation accidents . To assure consistency between 
this Incident Response Plan and the planned radiological activities of several 
other agencies, NRC is also helping to revise the former Interagency Radio
logical Assistance Plan into a new Federal Radiological Response Plan. 

1.3 Purposes and Scope of the Plan 

This Incident Response Plan currently governs responses to incidents at nuclear 
power reactors licensed by the NRC undP.r Sections 103 and 104 (b) of the 
Ato.ic Energy Act of 1954. It will be expanded to govern incidents at other 
types of facilities by March 1, 1981. 

The plan fs intended to serve the following major purposes: 

(1) Guide NRC .anagers who •ust assure that all appropriate tasks are under 
way at any stage of a response: 

(2) R .. ind each NRC participant of his or her responsibilities (either as an 
individual or as a te .. ..-ber) throughout a response . 

(3) Identify NRC interrelationships with other organizations. 
(4) Serve as a training aid to maintain personnel readiness . 

The Incident Response Plan describes the functions and kfnds of decisions that 
ca.prise an NRC response. It should require only infrequent change. Taken as 
a whole, the plan provides an overview of NRC functions before and during an 
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incident. The responsibilities ·assigned by the plan are exercised through a 
set of i~l ... nting procedures that delineate the •anner in which each function 
will be perfor.ed, the criteria to be used in •aking each decision, and the 
infonaation needed for both (Fig. 1). The i~l ... nting procedures (such as 
call lists) are not included in this plan; they are operational tools that 
will usually change •uch .ore frequently than the plan and so are contained in 
separate docu.ents . Although procedures for nearly all of the functions have 
been developed through exercises and responses to real incidents, .. ny have 
not yet been for.alized. Procedures will now be for.alized, each referenced 
to a particular assig~nt in the plan and indicating the specific resources 
that response personnel •ust have available to fulfill the assign.ent. 

The need for resources is dictated by the i~le.enting procedures. Therefore, 
this plan and its i~le~enting procedures will be used as the basis for alloca
ting existing resources a.ong the functions and defining new requir..-nts to 
better fulfill all responsibilities. (A suppl ... ntary plan aay be prepared 
for .aintaining and using each kind of resource, such as c~uters or co .. unica
tions, to assure co~atibility in .. eting the varied deaands of several 
different functions.) Thus, there are three major steps in fully defining a 
new NRC incident response syst... This plan is the first step. 

- 2 -



RESPONSIBIUTIES 

FUNCTIONS DECISIONS 

FIGURE 1 
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2. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS 

An effective e.ergency response d..ands not only a simplified management 
concept but also a clear organization of task responsibilities. This plan is 
intended to meet the following objectives: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Provide for definite decisions to escalate or deescalate the NRC response 
(ca..ensurate with the potential severity of an incident) so that all 
participants will be aware of the correct response mode, and of their 
corresponding responsibilities, at all times. 
Identify single-point responsibilities for advising the licensee, 
directing the licensee, and making other decisions. The plan also 
provides for direct delegation of authority between the person giving and 
the person receiving the authority. 
Provide for fnfor.ing NRC personnel and other organizations about NRC 
response actions and about any delegation of authority. 

Within any response mode, overall authority and responsibility is clearly 
assigned by the plan. When the focus of the response is shifted to the site 
by the appointment of a Director of Site Operations, there is an orderly 
transfer of command to avoid duplication of authority. 

2.1 Response Roles 

The licensee has the in.ediate and priaa~ continuing responsibility for 
limiting the consequences of an accident at a nuclear power reactor. When the 
licensee notifies NRC of an incident, the initial NRC response is to ascertain 
the status of the plant and monitor licensee activities. The purpose of this 
monitoring role is to assure that the public and the environ.ent are fully 
protected. The NRC (and other organizations) will .easure offsite radiological 
effects and will develop projections of onsite and offsfte effects for the use 
of other Federal, State, and local agencies. 

If and when the NRC deter.ines that there is a potential threat to the public 
or the environaent, it will begin to monitor more intensively to develop an 
NRC assessment of the problems. The NRC will offftr specific advice to the 
licensee to help solve or li•it the consequences of the proble• but, while in 
this adviso~ role, the NRC aust also be prepared to issue for.al orders if 
the licensee should fail to take whatever actions the NRC dee•s necessa~ to 
protect the public. In the logical extreme, the NRC must be prepared to 
assu.e •anage.ent control of a plant to whatever degree deficiencies in 
licensee manage.ent .ake it necessa~. Management control is a ve~ unlikely 
possibility, and good coordination of licensee and NRC activities during an 
e.ergency will lower the possibility still more. 

2.2 Response Modes 

NRC incident response operations are divided in this plan into five distinct 
modes : 

(1) NORMAL This .ode includes all activities ~es i gned to maintain 
readiness; it continues through the initial discussion 
of any call . Headquarters and regional personnel, 
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Transition event 
to STANDBY: 

(2) STANDBY 

Transition event 
to INITIAL 
ACTIVATION 

Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) , jointly 
assess the initial inforaation and the senior 
headquarters official determines NRC actions i n the 
nor.al response .ade. If so instructed , the Head
quarters Duty Officer establishes and mai ntains a 
telephone conference linking the person reporti ng a 
problem with the· headquarters and regi onal personnel 
responding to it. Any nu.ber of speci al ists may be 
consulted, but the Operations Center i s not for.ally 
manned. 

The NRC response syste• is put on Standby by a deci sion 
of the senior IE official when the incident is judged 
to be sufficiently uncertain or complex that there is 
a need to use the faciliti es of the Operations Center. 
The NRC response will go on Standby, at least, whenever 
a licensee declares an Alert at a site (See NUREG-0610 , 
Ref. 1) . 

Standby mode activities depend on the incident: 

(1) If there is a problem within the plant site , the 
IE Management-on-call or the appropriate IE Division 
Director will assume control and designate individuals 
to for. a Standby Tea. at the Headquarters Operations 
Center. Preparations , including some notifications 
(to FEMA, for example) , are aade for rapid activation 
should it beco.e necessa~ •. (A decision to escalate 
or deescalate fs expected to be .ade in a relatively 
short ti.a.} Licensees designate so.eone to provide 
data requested by NRC. Regional personnel aay be 
sent to the site at the option of the Regional Office 
Di rector. 

(2) If there i s a problem external to the plant s i te 
that •ay affect the plant , the NRC response .ay be in 
Standby mode for an extended period. (A hurricane 
exe.plifies this proble.. ) The Regional Office Di rector 
or his designee will assume control during such 
incidents. Headquarters will assemble a Standby Tea. 
as necessa~ to assist. 

The IE Director will .onitor activities i n al l Standby 
situations and .ay assu.e control at any ti.e. 

The NRC response systeM is fully activated upon either 
of the following actions: 

Licensee declaration of a reactor Site Area or 
General EMergency. (See NUREG-0610. ) 
Decision by an Executive Tea. .e.ber (see page 8) 
to activate the NRC response for any other reason. 
This -.y occur before declaration of a Si te Area 
or General E~ergency . 
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(3) INITIAL 
ACTIVATION 

Transition event 
to EXPANDED 
ACTIVATION 

(4) EXPANDED 
ACTIVATION 

Transition event 
to DEACTIVATION: 

(5) DEACTIVATION 

Response tea.s report to the Operations Center and 
other duty stations. The cognizant regional office 
response is fully activated and a designated Site 
Te .. is dispatched under the leadership of the 
Regional Office Director. Other regional offices go 
on Standby. The focus of NRC response operations is 
at headquarters. 

The NRC response syst .. enters an expanded activation 
.ode whenever, after receiving a report fro• the 
Regional Office Director or other senior NRC official 
previously dispatched to the site, the response 
Director (i.e., the NRC Chair.an) decides to keep the 
response syst .. activated, designate an NRC Director 
of Site Operations.- and delegate specific authority 
to hi•. 

The focus of NRC response operations fs at the site, 
although headquarters .ay retain certain specific 
authority. The Executive Tea. draws on all regional 
and headquarters personnel to provide support to the 
NRC Director of Site Operations. Relief tea.s are 
established to per.it continuous, sustained operations. 

The NRC response is deactivated when the Director so 
decides. The decision will usually be based on a 
reco.mendation of the Executive Tea. (if in the 
Initial Activation mode) or the NRC Director of Site 
Operations (if in the Expanded Activation .ode) . 

Response operations during the early part of this 
mode are siMilar to those during the Standby .ode, 
except that a Site Operations TeaM .ay reaain active. 
In addition, tapes, logs, and other records of the 
incident are assembled and catalogued for review. 
Responsibilities for reviews and investigations are 
assigned. Responsibilities for recoverY operations 
will also be assigned, and some recoverY operations 
will usually continue as the NRC response returns to 
nomal . 

Table 1 relates the NRC response modes to those defined in NUREG-0610 for 
licensees. As noted in the table, licensees report many events under the 
require~ents of 10 CFR 50. 72 (Ref. 2) which do not meet the thresholds defined 
i n NUREG-0610 for "Notification of an unusual event." Those reports, which 
this plan denotes as "Early notification," may cause the NRC response to go on 
standby under sa.e conditions. When the licensee reports an unusual event as 
defined in NUREG-0610. NRC •ay go on Standby or may activate. When NRC enters 
i ts Standby .ode, preparations are made to activate quickly, if necessarY. 
Activation of the NRC response is automatic upon notification of conditions 
which cause a Site Area or General Emergency. 
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Table 1. Relationship Bet~een NRC and licensee Response Modes 

NRC fi)I)E LICENSEE fllDE 
•Early Notification of Sfte Area General 

Notification Unusual Event Alert E.ergency E.argency 

Noraal X 

Standby X 

Initial or Expanded 
Activation 

X 

X X 

X X X X 

'4 •Licensee Event Required to be Reported to NRC by 10 CFR 50.72, but not Categorized 
in NUREG-0610. 



2.3 Response Hanage .. nt 

The NRC response need not escalate through all .odes, but may be ordered into 
activation i ... diately. There will nearly always be two .odes of activation, 
however: (1) initial (when activities are directed fro. headquarters), and 
(2) exp~nded (when .ost or all activities are directed fro. the site). The 
transition occurs when the Director (i . e. , the Chainaan of the Ca..ission or 
designated alternate) appoints an NRC Director of Site Operations. Figures 2 
and 3 show the .anage~ent concept before and after the appoint.ent. The 
concept per.its the .anag.-ent focus to shift fro. headquarters to the site 
without disrupting response operations. 

The Chairman of the Ca..ission is the senior NRC authority for all aspects of 
a response and, in carrying out his responsibility for directing NRC activities, 
•ay choose to make, MOdify, or set aside any decision. During an ..ergency, 
the Chainaan wfll bec011e the "Director" of all NRC response activities and 
personnel, a title .. ant to i~ly that the Chairman has not only the authority 
but also the responsibility for taking direct charge of any particular activity 
should the need arise. 

Normally, however, certain responsibilities will be predelegated by the 
Chairman to who•ever he appoints to be the .,Deputy Director" upon activation 
of the Operations Center. The Deputy Director, who may be the Executive 
Director for Operations (EDO) or another .. ~er of the Executive Team (ET), 
will carry out the delegated responsibilities unless the Chairma" specifically 
directs otherwise. (Other .e~ers of the ET are the Director of the Office of 
Inspe~tion and Enforce..nt and either the Director of the Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation or the Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety 
and Safeguards, as appropriate) . The Director (i . e. , the Chairaan) can call 
on the other Com.issioners to advise him and to perform key Missions; the 
Deputy Director can call on the other members of the Executive Tea•, who act 
as his assistants . Together, the Director and Deputy Director assure that 
preplanned actions are under way during initial activation; they also identify 
other necessary actions unique to the particular incidP.nt. Headquarters and 
region teams carry out those actions. 

The Director may appoint an NRC "Director of Site Operations" as soon as a 
qualified official (usually the cognizant Regional Office Director) arrives at 
the site, assesses the situation, and reports back to the Director. 
Concurrent with the appointMent, the Director may also delegate one or more of 
the fo llowing authorities to the Director of Site Operations: 

(1) Authority to recom.end actions to the licensee 
(2) Authority to direct the licensee to take specified actions 
(3) Autho~ity to rec~nd actions off site, including protective measures 

for the public. 

Other officials and organizations will be immediately informed of the appoint
.ant and delegated authority. The Director of Site Operations will assume 
supervision of all NRC personnel at the site, will represent NRC in inter
actions with other agencies, and will decide what response actions must be 
taken, consistent with the delegated authority. He may obtain direct support 
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fro. any el ... nt of NRC. If the Director of Site Operations is uncertain how 
best to obtain support, the Deputy Director, with the help of the Executive 

· Te ... will assist and will assign personnel at headquarters and at any of the 
regional offices to such tasks as are needed, as indicated in figure 3. 

2.4 Principal Participants 

NRC response personnel are de~oted as follows in this plan: 

· (1) Executive groups 

Director (Chairaan of the Co .. ission) 
Commissioners 
Deputy Director (appointed by the Director on initial activation) 
Executive TeaM 
Regional Office Directors 

(2) Site and regional groups 

Director of Site Operations (appointed by the Director after onsite 
evaluation by senior official, usually a Regional Office Director) 

Sfte Team (except Resident Inspector) 
Resident Inspector 
Regional Offices (personnel not at the site) 

(3) Headquarters analysis and support groups 

Headquarters Duty Officer 
IE Hanag..ent-on-call (after duty hours) or IE Division Director 

(during duty hours) 
Standby Team (designated at beginning of Standby .ode) 
Deactivation Te .. (designated at beginning of Deactivation .ode) 
Protective Measures Analysis Te .. 
Reactor Safety Analysis Te~ 
Safeguards Analysis Teae 
Operations Support and Control 

(4) Liaison groups 

Federal Liaison (Headquarters and Region)• 
Congressional Affairs 
State Liaison (Headquarters and Region)• 
Public Affairs (Headquarters and Region) 

• Federal and State liaison activities are coMbined at present, both 
at headquarters and at the regional offices. 
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Other groups and organizations with which the NRC expects to interact 
frequently durfng an incident are: 

Executive Office of the President ("White House") 
Federal e.trgency Mlnag ... nt Agency (FEMA) 
DepartMnt of Energy (DOE) 
Envfron.ental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Depart.ent of Health and Huaan Services (HHS) 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
Congress 
State Executive 
State radiological and logistical personnel 
.State e .. rgency services 
local ... rgency services (Civil Defense) 
licensee aanag.-ent (at corporate headquarters, at the onsite Technical 

Support Center, and at the offsfte E .. rgency Operations Facility) 
licensee operating personnel 
Public and the .. dia 
Plant architects and engineers, construction contractors, nuclear ste .. 

syst .. suppliers, and other vendors 
Nuclear industry advisory groups 
Consultants 
Intervenor groups 

The NRC will interact with other organizations through one of the listed 
groups. 

2. 5 Response Functions 

The functions described below are those that •ust be perfor.ed to s011 degree 
fn preparation for, and response to, any incident of sufficient 
severity. The charts in Section 3 identify the functions appropriate to each 
response .ode. Using the definitions below, the charts also identify responsi
bilities for tasks and decisions, assuring that all aspects of each function 
are assigned to the .ast qualified persons. 

(1) Maintain response capability 

This function includes those tasks required to aaintafn readiness, such 
as training personnel and .. intaining co..unications syste.s. 

(2) Man eMergeney coa~unications syste.s 

This function includes those tasks that assure proper receipt and 
handling of all co..unfcatfons during any response .ode. 

(3) Evaluate and categorize initial inforMation 

This function includes those tasks that culMinate in decisions as to the 
severity of. an event and the extent of the initial NRC response. 
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(4) Decide to escalate the HAC response 

This function includes those tasks which address responsibilities both 
for reca.Mending and for deciding on a need for greater NRC participation 
at any ti.e after the initial response decision. 

(5) through (8) Enter a different response .ode 

lhese functions include those tasks that must be completed as soon as 
possible upon transition to a different response .ode. The tasks are 
different for each .ode. 

(9) Evaluate incident and plant status 

This function includes those tasks needed to assure that response 
personnel have a co.plete and accurate overview of the evolution and 
status of the proble• at any time. 

(10) Evaluate licensee actions 

This function i ncludes those tasks that provide continual evaluation of 
the licensee's fidelity to his e.ergency plans and of the adequacy of 
those plans for the i.mediate situation. 

(11) ProJect incident consequences and plant status 

This function includes those tasks needed to develop timely action plans 
to protect the health and safety of response personnel and the public. 

(12) Advise or direct licensee 

This function includes those tasks needed to assure that advice and 
orders are defined clearly, developed from the best facts and projections, 
and transmitted accurately. 

(13) Request other-agency support 

This function includes those tasks that clarify responsibil i t ies for 
identifying needs, requesting support , and resolvi·ng conflicts in priori
ties or actions. 

(14) Maintain liaiso~ with the Congress, White House, other Federal, State and 
local agencies 

This function includes those tasks that identify primary liaison 
responsibilities for helping to a~sure that information exchange is 
adequate , accurate, tf•ely, and consistent. 

(15) Inform public and monitor public information 

This function includes those tasks needed to assure first, that NRC 
information releases are complete, accurate, and consistent, available to 
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all response personnel, and accurately relayed to the public; and second, 
that public reactions are brought to the attention of NRC managers. 

(16) Reca..end protective actions for public 

This function includes those tasks that cul•inate in NRC decisions to 
reca..end offsite actions to protect the public health and safety, based 
on preplanned technical criteria and NRC projections of pl ant status. 

(17) Provide adlinistrative and logistical support 

This function includes those tasks needed to assure the availability of 
adequate transportation, housing, information resources, and any othe1• 
NRC support needs that •ay be identified during an incident. 

(18) Decide to deescalate 

This function includes those tasks that provide for orderly reduction of 
the NRC response. 

(19) Review, investigate, and docu.ent response actions 

This function includes those tasks that for.alize the responsibili ties 
for assuring ca.plete and ti .. ly docu.entar.y followup to an incident. 

(20) Recover 

This function includes those tasks that fonaalize the responsibil i ties 
for assuring appropriate technical followup to an incident. 

- 14 -
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3. RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Office of Inspection and Enforcement is responsible for developing and 
maintaining an effective NRC response capability. That office will maintain 
and revise this plan and its implementing procedures and will continue to 
assure readiness through a co•pre~ensive training and exercise program. 

Individual and tea. responsibilities for incident response tasks and decisions 
are presented on charts contained in a pocket inside the back cover of this 
plan. The charts are designed primarily to aid NRC aanagers in assuring th~~ 
all appropriate response activities are under way during any of the five 
response modes. They can also be used by all response personnel as re.inders 
of individual or tea. responsibilities. (Host response tasks are, or will be, 
amplified in detailed imple .. nting procedures.) The fonaat of the enclosed 
charts permits users to identify readily: 

Functions that should be under way in a particular response mode; 
Responsibilities and authorities for acco~lishing those functions; 
Responsibilities for key interfaces with other organfzations. 

Use of Charts 

Step 1: Select the appropriate chart for the current NRC response mode. 
Refer to Section 2 of this plan for a description of the response 
modes. 

Step 2: Locate your individual or team position in the list of participants, 
left column. Team assignments should be known at all ti.es; if in 
doubt, ask the person who notified you of the incident. 

Step 3: Identify your individual or team task responsibilities in the row 
for your position. Each task assigned to you or your team contributes 
to the overall performance of one of the essential functions listed 
along the top row. Refer to Section 2 of this plan for descriptions 
of the functions as numbered on the charts . Refer to your implemen
ting procedures for details of any task. 

Step 4: Review all task responsibilities for each of the functions in which 
you have a part to familiarize yourself with your role relative to 
the roles of others in performing the function . 

The task assignments are intended to assure that each function is properly 
performed without unnecessary duplication of effort. Many of the tasks 
cul•inate in a decision, highlighted on the charts by a heavy so:id border. 
Heavy broken borders indicate tasks that require an active interface with 
other organizations. 

3. 2 Su..ary of Interfaces With Other Organizations 

The .est iaportant interface for the NRC is with the licensee. The NRC depends 
on the licensee for initial notification of any incident in accordance with 
guidelines set forth in 10 CFR 50. 72 and NUREG-0610. Direct, dedicated tele
phone lines (the Emergency Notffication System or ENS 11 hot lines 11

) have been 
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installed to facilitate the notification call . With the first decision by NRC 
headquarters or a regional office that a report cannot be handled routinely, a 
continuous co..unications link wfth the licensee is established over the 
direct lines and is Maintained for the duration of the incident. Additional 
telephone conferences are established (including those using the Health Physics 
Network, or HPN-·sot~etiMs incorrectly referred to as a "hot line") if the 
situation grows MOre coeplex. Planning is under way to provide reactor data 
directly and auto.atfcally to the NRC. (See NUREG-0730, Ref. 3) 

Other than electronic links, there are three major facets to the interface 
with the licensee: 

(1) Critical facility design data for each nuclear power reactor is •aintained 
at the Headquarters Operations Center. This infonaation is being updated 
by each licensee and converted by the NRC into readily accessible and 
usable form. 

(2) Resident Inspectors at each site provide independent assess .. nts of the 
early stages of an incident prior to arrival of the NRC site team fro. 
one or .ore of the regional offices. 

(3) An onsite Technical Support Center and an offsite Emergency Operations 
Facility, when built, will provide for effective ca..unication without 
crowding the reactor control room. Upon transfer of NRC authority to a 
Director of Site Operations, face-to-face ca..unication at those facili
ties •ay beco .. the da.inant .. ans of exchanging infontation and of 
interacting with the licensee. 

NRC interface with other organizations is less extensive. In general, NRC 
personnel at headquarters will deal with the headquarters personnel of other 
agencies; NRC site personnel will deal with all others. NRC wfll also work 
with .ast other organizations through the Federal ~rgency Manage.ent Ageney 
(FEMA), whenever possible. (This working relationship will be detailed in the 
National Contingency Plan and in a Me110randum of Understanding between the NRC 
and FEMA.) NRC •ust also work directly with certain other organizations, 
however, to exchange radiological data and to assure that radiological effects 
of an incident are completely .anitored for the protection of the public. 
These other organizations include the Department of Energy (DOE), the Environ
eental Protection Agency (EPA), the Depart.ent of Health and Hu.an Services 
(HHS), and State agencies. These organizations will coordinate radiological 
monitoring operations and will correlate the data fro. such operations at or 
near the site under ten~s of the Federal Radiological Response Plan now being 
developed. All organizations will thus be able to draw fro. the sa.e pool of 
correlated data. · 

Table 2 su.aarizes the extent of the NRC interface with organizations other 
than licensees. The purpose of the table is to alert other organizations to 
the need to identify appropriate contacts for each kind of interface. 
Different kinds of interface may require di fferent contacts. l..edfate 
notification is a one-tiM action, for example, but technicsl assistance, 
which .. ans any kind of help other than a brief explanation of an 
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accident, .. y require nearly continuous infor.ation exchange. The table shows 
that NRC will be ready to offer technical assistance to DOE and State agencies, 
a.ong others, as early as the NRC Standby .ode. NRC will periodically verify 
or correct each contact as part of the f.pl ... ntfng procedures for this plan. 
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Table 2. NRC Interfaces with Other Organizations 
(except licensee) 

NRC Outputs Expected Inputs 
O!]llnization To O!]lanization To NRC 

Periodic Periodic 
I-.diate Status Technical Status Technical 
Notification Reeorts Assistance Reeorts Assistance 

Dept. of Energy S,I,E S,I,E S,I,E S,I ,E S,I,E 

Fed. EMrgency 
Mgllt. Agency 

S, I ,E S, I ,E I,E S,I,E I,E 

Envirorwental S,I,E S,I,E I,E I,E I,E Protection 
Agency 

Dept. of Health S,I,E S,I,E I,E I,E I,E 
& Huun Svcs. 

Fed. Bur. of S,I,E S,I,E S,I,E S,I,E S,I,E Investigation 
(safeguards only) 

Congress I ,E I,E 

White House S,I,E I,E 

State S, I ,E S, I ,E S,I,E I,E I,E 
Consultants, 
industry advisors, 
plant vendors, and 

S,I,E S,I,E 

contractors 

Public, Mdia I,E S, I, E 

Legend: S - during Standby 
I - during Initial Activation 
E - during Expanded Activation 
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FOREWORD 

Public Law 96-295 contains a request for NRC to provide three reports to 
Congress, all related to improvements in the NRC response to nuclear emergen
cies since the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 on March 28, 1979. The 
reports prepared to answer that request are: 

NUREG-0728, . '!Report to Congress: NRC Incident Response Plan" 
NUREG-0729, "Report to Congress on NRC Emergency Co.unicati ons" 
NUREG-0730, "Report to Congress on the Acquisition of Reactor Data 

for the NRC Operations Center" 

These reports sum.arize the status of many of the actions taken to date and 
provide the basis for continued upgrading of the NRC Incident Response Progra.. 

The NRC Incident Response Plan ~ssigns responsibilities for perfonaing the 
functions and .aking the decisions that comprise the NRC response. The NRC 
plan will be aade consistent with plans being prepared by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. 

The Report on E.argency Coe.unications su.aarizes the findings of communica
tions problems identified by the major reviews and investfga~ions of the 
accident and response at Three Mile Island. The report also includes the 
status of corrective actions for the identified probla-s and presents an 
evaluation of current co..unication capabilities and future options needed to 
support the functions identified in the NRC Incident Response Pran. 

The Report on Acquisition of Reactor Data for the NRC Operations Center 
describes alternatives for one .ajor facet of the c01municatfons proble.: 
acquiring data at a nuclear power plant and transmitting the. to NRC head· 
quarters. Such a data link can play a role in the NRC functions and decisions 
and provide broad support for the entire NRC Incident Response Plan. 

Collectively, these reports to Congress provide a co.prehensive outline of the 
acti ons and plans of the HRC for i~roving its response to any future accidents . 
It is anticipated that these docu.ents will also provide the other possible 
participants in an accident (State and local agencies, licensees, vendors, 
etc. ) with an understanding of the present •anner i n which NRC can be expected 
to respond and how the response wi ll change i n the near future . 
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NRC EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS 

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

This report su.aarizes the needs, capabilities, and plans for communications 
to be used in support of a.ergency response activities of the U. S. Nuclear 
Regulato~ C~ission (NRC) . Many needs beca.e acutely apparent during the 
accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) . Sa.e of the TMI probla.s were satisfied -
for the duration of the response, at least -- .with the help of other agencies, 
local telephone ca.panies, the ~rican Telephone and Telegraph Ca.pany (AT&T), 
and the White House co .. unications Agency. More permanent improv.-ents were 
started i ... dfately after the accident, again to solve the most urgent problems 
first (such as those which f~eded p~t notification of the accident to the 
NRC). In the .. anti .. , NRC, other Federal agencies, States, and licensees 
began to revise or develop plans to guide a coordinated response to any future 
accident at a nuclear power reactor. In a si•flar Minner, coa.unications •ust 
be comprehensively planned to support the coordinated response effectively. 
The NRC is now in the process of revising its ca.munication progr .. s to support 
its newly revised Incident Response Plan. 

Substantial co.unicatfon iiiProva.ents have been .. de since the TMI accident, 
but they have predo•fnately involved modifications in hardware and procedures; 
personnel probl .. s received less attention. NRC is continuing an inten-
sive investigation into certain deficiencies in the flow of pertinent infor.a
tion during the TMI accident to assure that no probl .. s are ignored and that 
the ca~prehensfve iiiProve..nts now under way consider all aspects of a solution -
facilities, procedures, and people. 

NRC has coapleted other reviews and investigations of the TMI accident. 
Section 2 and the Appendix to this report cite and su.aarize the c~unication
related findings of two of those investigations as well as the findings of 
four major independent investigations. The su.aa~ briefly describes each 
problem, its effect on NRC functions, and the status of actions taken to 
resolve ft. For example, significant i.prov.-ents were .. de in the notifica
tion functions soon after TMI. A require..nt was established for prompt 
notification to the NRC of an incident, guidelines were issued to help 
licensees decide when to •ake such notifications, special dedicated telephones 
were installed to car~ the notification reliably , and personnel were assigned 
at NRC headquarters to receive the calls. 

On the other hand, the flow of information in the first few hours after the 
initial notification is not yet greatly improved, even during normal duty 
hours . During this potentially critical period there are not yet (and perhaps 
never can be) enough people in a reactor control room to perfor. the licensee' s 
e .. rgency functions and provide sufficient information to the NRC at the sa.e 
ti .. , and an auto•ated data syst .. is about four years away (NUREG-0730, Ref. 
7). Better procedures and training are being initiated to help in the .. anti-.. 

As part of the continuing investigation into th~ Three Mile Island accident , 
deficiencies in the early flow of info~tion are being investigated. 
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These deficiencies i~eded various groups in their efforts to evaluate and 
respond to the evtnts of the accident. One of the products of the investigation 
is expected to be the identification of people-related co .. unication deficiencies 
which, when corrected, will i~rove the ti .. liness, co.pleteness, and accuracy 
of the flow of information in the event of another accident. 

There are other exa.ples of significant improve .. nts and remaining problems 
fro• TMI: 

(1) Additional telephone lines have been, and will be, installed, but the 
small local telephone exchange serving a typical site would be saturated 
if another accident were to happen tomorrow. Means of bypassing the 
local exchange are being considered, but alternatives present other 
problems (such as high cost). 

(2) Onsite and near-site facilities have been planned to relieve congestion 
in the control roo• and provide for better face-to-face coordination of 
response activities, but the specific role and staffing of each facility 
is still being discussed. 

The NRC staff recognized that 11quick fixes" for the proble11s at TMI would not 
necessarily provide the best com.unications capability in the event of so.e 
future, perhaps very different, accident. Section 3 of this report identifies 
the comeunication capabilities needed--who must co..unicate with who•, and 
how--to carry out each of the functions described in the current NRC plan for 
response to any kind of accident at a nuclear power reactor. (The NRC Incident 
Response Plan, NUREG-0728 , Ref. B, is being submitted to the Congress in satis
faction of a separate require•ent of Public law 96-295). 

Section 4 describes the adequacy of co .. unication systems now fn use or under 
development for satisfying each needed capability. Syste•s are assessed in 
terms of NRC capability to co .. unicate by voice, written narrative, graphics, 
data, and face-to-face. Not all of the needs were apparent during TMI . For 
example: 

(1) Hurricanes and other weather hazards can cause widespread outages in the 
telephone syste•. There i s no reasonable backup available today, although 
adequate backup •ust be considered an essential part of any c01111unication 
system for which high reliability is important. 

(2) Too much data can be a problem. Not only doos it tax the communication 
syst .. unnecessarily, but it .ay also overwhelm the data evaluators. 
Some people fear that too much data sent offsite can lead to too much 
management from offsite. Procedures have been developed to guard against 
this problem but training and exercises will still be needed. 

Section 5 discusses, briefly, potential options for solving some of the remain
ing problems--satellite systems for primary, augmented and backup communications, 
rapidly deployab.le con~unications vans, and radio systems. Important policy 
issues are involved: 

(1) To what extent should NRC mandate communication system configurations for 
the licensees? 
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(2) H~ should syste. costs be shared? 

(3) To ~hat extent should NRC depend on FEHA and other Federal organizations 
for backup and augaentation? 

(4) To ~hat extent is co .. unicati9ns privacy requi red? 

No clear need for legislation can be defined until these issues are better 
resolved. 

This docu.ent is, in part, a status report of efforts under ~ay to iMprove NRC 
e .. rgency co..unications; supplementary reports of more progress ~ill be 
issued as NUREG docu.ents. Continued progress does not depend on the NRC 
alone, h~ever. Other Federal , State. local, and private organizations are 
also upgrading their co..unications . but too little effort to date has been 
directed toward joint planning of these i~rove.ents. Issues of co.patibilfty, 
cost-sharing, and syst .... nage.ent •ust be resolved before a truly coordinated 
interagency e .. rgency response capability can exist. This docuaent is intended 
to be a step in that direction. · 
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2. COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS DURING THE ACCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND 

2.1 Introduction 

Each of the .ajor reviews and investigations of the accident at Three Mile 
Island found significant ca..unication proble.s. These proble.s, which 
affected several response activities, involved li•itations in personnel and 
procedures as well as facilities and equi~nt. Steps have been taken to 
overca.e each kind of li•itation but all of the probl~s have not yet been 
ca.pletely resolved. 

2.2 Method of Review 

NRC personnel involved in various facets of the TMI response reviewed the 
following docu.ents : 

(1) Investigation into the March 28, 1979 Three Mile Island Accident by the 
NRC Office of Inspection and Enforce-.nt (NUREG-0600; Ref. 1) 

(2) Report of Special Review Group, Office of Inspection and Enforc~nt, on 
Lessons learned fro. Three Mile Island (NUREG-0616; Ref. 2) 

{3) Three Mile Island - A Report to the Coaaissioners and to the Public 
(

11Rogovin Report11
; Ref. 3} 

(4) Report of the President's C~ission on the Accident at Three Mile Island 
(''Kaeny Report11

; Ref. 4) 

(5} Report to the United States Senate: Nuclear Accident and Recovery at 
Three Mfle Island (11Senate Report"; Ref. 5) 

(6) Report of the Governor's C~ission on Three Mile Island ("Governor's 
Rtport11

; Ref. 6) 

The reviewers cited references to c~unications probl .. s in the docu.ents, 
then su.aarized the probl~s in te~s of their effects on response activities 
(s .. Appendix) . 

The probl~s were categorized according to which of the following response 
activities was .est seriously affected in each case: 

(1) Initial notifications fro. the licensee to NRC and to State and local 
agencies 

(2) Ca..unications into and out of the facility 

(3) Ca..unfcatfons a.ang key NRC and licensee individuals and groups 

(4) Ca..unicatfons with and a.ang key Federal, State, and local individuals 
and groups 

(5) C~unications to the public. 
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Using their personal knowledge of the situation at Three Mile Island, the 
reviewers also assessed the corrective actions taken by the NRC and licensees 
since the accident to dete~ine the degree to which the problems have been 
resolved. These actions are also included in the Appendix. The actions are 
su.aarized below. 

2.3 Su.aary of Corrective Actions 

Several .ajor actions have been taken to date which, in whole or in part, are 
intended to overca.e ca..unication proble.s found at Three Mile Island. The 
actions are su.earized in Sections 2.3.1, 2.3. 2, and 2. 3. 3, ' below. They are 
discussed again fn .are detail and broader context as elements of the current 
and planned NRC capability, Section 4. 

2. 3. 1 Facilities and Equip-.nt 

(1} Two dedicated telephone syste•s (sOMtiltes called "hot lines" by users of 
the syste.s} have been installed between several locations at each reactor 
site, NRC regional offices, and NRC headquarters. One syste•, the E.ergency 
Notiffc~tion System (ENS), rings at NRC headquarters when taken off·hook 
at any onsite or offsite location at a licensee's facility; it is used 
for initial notifications and for subsequent voice transmission of reactor 
operations data. The second dedicated system, the Health Physics Network 
(HPN) , is not truly a "hot line" and is intended for voice transmission 
of key radiological data after the notification is .ade. 

(2) A concept for auta.atfc transmission of plant status data fro. each site 
to NRC Headquarters is being considered by the Ca..ission. (See NUREG-0730, 
Ref. 7. ) I.ple .. ntation specifications are being developed and a detailed 
concept of operations will be prepared in consonnance with the new NRC 
Incident Response Plan (NUREG-0728, Ref. 8}. 

(3) An onsite Technical Support Center and an offsite E .. rgency Operations 
Facility are to be built at each reactor site. They will provide .are 
face·to·face infor.ation exchange without overc rowding the reactor con· 
trol roo•s . They will also serve as centers for infor.atfon flow to and 
fro. each site during an e.ergency. There is an unresolved issue regard
ing who will specify, pay for, and manage the comeonications equip.ent 
needed at these locations (see Section 5}. 

(4} Upgraded Operations Centers are planned at NRC headquarters and regional 
offices to provide better coordination among all NRC executive, analysis, 
and liaison personnel . The Headquarters Operations Center will be the 
focus of the NRC response until an onsite authority is appointed; it will 
support the onsite authority thereafter. · 

(5} A test of high·frequency radios is under way in one region. If the test 
is successful, these radios will be used by NRC site teams to supplement 
short·range radios available from other agencies . They will also provide 
vital co .. unications between an incident site and a regional office in 
case of a widespread outage of the telephone system (as caused by a 
hurricane}. 
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2.3.2 Personnel 

(1) Ca..unicators with the necessa~ technical training t.ave been designated 
in the NRC response teams at Headquarters and the regional offices. One 
co .. unicator. a specialist in reactor operations. mans the ENS while 
another. a specialist in health physics. mans the HPH. 

(2) Licensees are being required to provide communicators to maintain continuous 
ca..unications over the ENS to relay data to NRC after notification. 

(3) State .. ergency plans may provide for sending State and local representa
tives to the Emergency Operations Facility; adequate space will be .ade 
available in all such facilities. Plans are also being developed to exchange 
personnel a.ong the headquarters of key Federal organizations. 

(4) Better training is being required of all licensee personnel . Periodic 
exercises are required to test the training. 

(5) The Resident Inspector Program has been significantly enlarged and 
accelerated by assigning additional Resident Inspectors to major qpera
tional reactor sites. 

2.3. 3 Procedures 

(1) A new rule for emergency planning (10 CFR so. Appendix E) has been 
published in the Federal Register (45 FR 55402) to be effective 
November 3, 1980. The rule requires that licensees and State and local 
govern.ents have adequate emergency response capabilf•ies. It also 
requires that a capability exist by July 1. 1961, for notification of the 
public within about 15 •inutes after declaration of an e.ergency, and 
further requires yearly exercises to Maintain proficiency. 

(2) A new regulation {10 CFR 50.72) requires nuclear power reactor licensees 
to make prompt notification of significant events. giving .are specific 
infor.ation to the NRC than was required at the ti .. of the TMI accident. 

(3) A new Incident Response Plan (NUREG-0728) has been developed to clarify 
NRC responsibilities for perfo~fng essential functions and for aaking 
key decisions . It will be exercised periodically. 

(4) Interagency agree .. nts and plans are being formulated to clarify respon
sibilities among the several Federal organizations which will respond to 
an incident at a power reactor. After formal agree .. nts are reached, 
detailed i~Ple..enting procedures must still be prepared. 

The above actions are noted as appropriate in Table 1 in the Appendix. The 
table also includes page references to the specific findings In the docu.ents 
fro. which the probleM descriptions were paraphrased. 
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3. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

An i~roved NRC e~rgency ca.munications system must be based on a broader 
assess .. nt of needs than the TMI reviews alone. A new NRC Incident Response 
Plan (Ref. 8) has been developed to govern the response to any kind of 
accident at a nuclear power reactor : it will tater be expanded to include 
other kinds of incidents. The plan describes responsibilities for perfon~ing 
essential functions and for •aking key decisions to fulfill the NRC rote. 
Detailed procedures for performing most of the functions have evolved from 
experience before , during, and after the TMI accident. Based on those proce
dures, ft is possible to determine who must communicate with who. to car~ out 
each function. 

Figure 1 presents the results of such an analysis . The functions which head 
each column correspond to the functions that are defined in Section 2 of the 
NRC Incident Response Plan. The plan (but not Figure 1) also lists the separate 
tasks that coeprise each function. Each task was analyzed to deter.ine who •ust 
talk to who., and by what means , to fully satisfy the require.ents of the task. 
Those persons or locations are noted in Figure 1 by dots, connected by lines for 
visual clarity. (If the same connectivity between persons or locations could 
serve another task within the same function, the line was not repeated i n the 
figure . ) 

Because voice link requir~nts are so numerous, the principal task for which 
each is intended is described briefly below; the nUibers correspond to the 
nu.bered voice links in Figure 1: 

(1) Test of trans•ission of health physics and radiological data. 
(2) Test of trans•ission of operational and plant status data. 
(3) Test of notification of key personnel . 
(4) Conference capability for line used to report site ..ergency. 
(5) Conference capability for line used to trans•it radiological data . 
(6) Assess.ent of initial fnfor.atfon by key NRC and licensee personnel . 
(7) Com.unicatfon between initial NRC me~ers of response organization. 
(8) Coordination of NRC decision-•aking at headquarters . 
(9) Inputs to NRC decision and dissa.ination to regional office, site, and 

licensee. 
(10) Coordination of NRC decision-.aking at headquarters . 
(11) Notification of State and local authorities by licensee. 
(12) Establishlent of ca..unication between NRC and newly acti vated EOF. 
(13) Notification of other agencies by NRC . 
(14) Trans•ission of health physics data. 
(15) Establishlent of ca.munications between NRC/HQ and NRC Si te Team. 
(16) Ent~ of NRC Site Tea. onto health physics link. 
(17) Notification of other agencies that NRC Site Team has assumed 

responsibility for NRC activities. 
(18) Notification of State and local authori ties by licensee. 
(19) Coordination of continuing • i fort . 
(20) Notification of other agencies . 
(21) NRC decision and announcement to others. 
(22) Assess~nt of radiologica l infor.ation. 
(23) Evaluation of licensee actions by key NRC personnel. 
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(24) Evaluation of licensee actions by State and local authorities. 
(25) Assess .. nt of general consequences and coa.unication of this info~tion 

to other agencies . 
(26) Assess .. nt of radiological consequences. 
(27) co .. unfcation of advice or direction to licensee and notification to 

others. 
(28) Coordination of NRC direction and licensee response. 
(29) Headquarters coordination and support . 
(30) Identification of needs, and requests for resources, fro. other agencies. 
(31) Headquarters and executive liaison. 
(32) Operations liaison and coordination. 
(33) NRC press releases and responses . 
(34) Licensee press releases and responses . 
(35) Site press conferences and releases . 
(36) FEHA press conferences and releases. 
(37) ComMunication of recomMendations and coordination between concerned 

agencies . 
(38) Licensee coordination with State and local authorities . 
(39) Developeent of radiological reca..endations. 
(40) Coordination and com.unication of adlfnfstrative needs. 
(41) Development and communication of decision to deescalate. 
(42) Monitoring by NRC. 
(43) Coordination by licensee. 

All co .. unication linkages identified in Figure 1 are derived fro. the Incident 
Response Plan. Together, the linkages indicate the total com.unfcatfon 
capabi lities required between major locations during response to an incident. 
Section 4 describes the degree to which these require .. nts are .. t by syst .. s 
already i n use or planned and under way. 
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4. CURRENT AND PLANNED CAPABILITIES 

4.1 Introduction 

This section contains a discussion of the conmunication capabilities which are 
presently available or are being i•plemented. There is also an assessment of 
the adequacy of each syste. discussed. This assessment is based on the coaauni
cation needs detailed in Section 3, the Three Mile Island (THI) and other 
incident response experience, the knowledge that was obtained in developing 
the NRC Incident Response Plan (Ref. 8), the NRC Action Plan (Ref. 9), and 
discussions with the other organization that are potential participants in 
future incidents. 

The various co..unication capabilities have been divided into five categories 
in order to permit a .ore efficient analysis and discussion of alternative 
.odes for trans•itting data, ideas, and documents . Capabilities have been 
significantly upgraded since the THI accident, but developing requirements and 
e.erging technology will drive further i~rovements . major improvements and 
continuing concerns are noted below with more detailed discussion in 
Sections 4.2 through 4. 6. 

(1) Voice - Initial notification methods have greatly improved; direct 
and dedicated lines which are continuously monitored have been 
installed between nuclear power plants and the NRC; and licensee 
reporting require.ents have been strengthened. However, augmen
tation of basic telephone lines and backup syst .. s has not f~roved, 
and communication capability among NRC site team meMbers during the 
early hours of an incident is ve~ li•ited or not available . 

(2) Written Narrative - Some increase in telephone facsimile and word 
processing capability is available to some participants but little 
coordination is evident to date. 

(3) Graphic/Pictorial - Little change is evident. 

(4) Data - Considerable interest has been evident in acquiring and trans•ftting 
reactor data offsite; NRC is developing a concept for trans•itting such 
data to its Operations Center; National Weather Service Data is avail
able to NRC continuously; and pilot studies using a computer system 
capable of sophisticated meteorological predictions is available to NRC, 
States, and licensees. 

(S) Face-to-Face - Controlled face to face communications will be greatly 
enhanced by licensee onsite Technical Support Center and nearsite 
EDergency Operations Facility. 

4.2 Y2!s! 
There are three •ajor voice syste•s currently utilized by NRC in attempting to 
Meet its basic voice requirements . They are the nationwide direct-dial syste• 
(Figure 2), the NRC dedicated Emergency Notification Syste• (Figure 3) and the · 
NRC dedicated Health Physics Network (Figure 4) . SuppleMenta~ voice systems 
which h1ve .ore limited use and capabilities are also discussed because of 
their significance in providing features which can be of vital f.portance. 
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4.2.1 Nationwide Telephone Net~ork 

As can be readily seen in Figure 2, the nationwide direct-dial system is the 
.est pervasive syste. available. It has the capability of joining together 
all response participants and has the bonus of being backed up by the admini
strative and technical capabilities of AT&T and local telephone coapanies. 
Consequently, in an ... rgency, telephone lines can be added in a f~ hours. 

This net~ork ~ill al~ays serve as the co.-unications backbone of any eaergency 
response. H~ever, t~o significant proble•s place a severe liaitation on this 
net~ork. Although the telephone coapanies can respond rapidly (~ithin hours) 
to expand telephone service in an e1111rgency, this uy not be quick enough fr• a 
fast-.oving event. Direct and dedicated systems provide soae relief fro• this 
problem. Other long range solutions, such as satellite co .. unications, ~ill 
be considered as NRC further defines its co .. unication needs and reassesses 
its current capabilities. Internal studies are currently being conducted and 
others ~ill be initiated as the co.aunication require.ents of licensees, other 
Federal agencies, and State and local officials are better defined. 

The second concern relates to the large number of users . When a crisis is 
i-.inent, the users can overload the local telephone system ~hich can ove~hel• 
the net~rk to the point that it is almost useless . Solutions are being 
considered. AT&T has developed an innovative concept to alleviate this problea, 
but the cost for a quickly deployable eaergency syste• is relatively high and 
the adlinistrative proble•s of funding such co .. unication systeas have not 
been solved (see Section 5). 

4. 2.2 Emergency Notification System 

The NRC has had AT&T and the local telephone ca.panies install a direct and 
dedicated telephone in the control room of each operating reactor ~ith exten
~ions at other key locations in and around that site, as shown in Figure 3. A 
licensee can contact the NRC Operations Center by aerely lifting the receiver 
from its cradle. This action causes a ring at the Operations Center which is 
manned continuously by NRC technical staff 110uty Officers . 11 NRC regulations 
(10 CFR 50. 72) require licensees to report a broad spectrum of events and to 
stay on the line for the aore significant events until relieved of that 
responsibility by NRC. 

This syste• has been sh~ to be a reliable and necessary tool for responding 
to incidents in an expeditious •anner. However, there have been occasions 
~here lines were incapacitated due to general failures in the caa.ercial 
system ~hich resulted in NRC losing contact, on this system, ~ith one or more 
s i tes siMultaneously. In addition, because of the sensitivity of the auto
matic ringing feature, periodic false rings are coamon. This fs normally 
merely annoying to the Duty Officer but it has the potential to interfere ~ith 
the response to notification calls. 

By design, only a li•ited nu.ber of response participants can be interconnected 
in this systea. During an eaergency these lines ~i1' ~e used alaost exclusively 
for trans•itting unevaluated data for ~hich the audience is intentionally 
sull. 
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4.2.3 Health Physics Network 

This fs a direct and dedicated teleph•me syst•, sOMWhat akin to a long 
distance interco. syst... Extensions of thfs syst .. appear at the plant 
health physics office, ... rgency operations facflfty, resident inspector's 
office and other locations at all sites where there is an E8ergency Notifica
tion Syst .. telephone (Figure 4). In contrast to the latter syste., the 
Health Physics Network telephones are not used for i ... diate notification. 
The syst .. is activated by NRC in the beginning of an incident and will r ... fn 
open throughout the incident, for the collection of radiological and environ
.. ntal infor.ation. 

This syst .. has recently been coapleted. The NRC has had li•ited experience 
with the syst .. and cannot at this ti .. c~nt on any inadequacies. It is a 
syst ... however, which is li•ited to predesignated locations. It does not 
have the flexibility to add parties outside of its predeter.ined universe. 
Since this syst .. is not used for i ... diate notifications, and since non ... r
gency conversations on any of the network circuits can be cleared by the NRC 
Operations Center by use of an 11override11 feature, the Health Physics Network 
will be used for routine business, particularly between the Regional Offices 
and the resident inspectors. · This routine use is intended to i~rove 
fa.iliarity with the syst .. and facilitate identification of any inadequacies. 

4.2.4 Supple.entary Syste.s 

The NRC operates a radiotelephone syst .. in the Washington, D.C. area which 
per.its continuous contact with key .. nage .. nt officials in designated NRC 
vehicles. Telephone calls can than be interconnected into this syst .. by the 
NRC Operator. While no such syst .. is operated by NRC Regional Offices, each 
Region has been provided with co..ercial portable/.obile radio-telephone 
units. The quality of service is variable because of the high usage in urban 
locations and lack of coverage in s~ rural areas. For incident response, 
radiotelephones .. y so.eti .. s be useful in providing a co..unication link to 
individuals enroute to an incident, but experience indicates that co..unication 
in some rural areas may be spotty. Radiotelephones ••Y be able to provide 
soee backup co..unications at the site, if the available lines are incapaci
tated or being utilized. 

Radiotelephones are not sufficiently reliable for .aking the initial notifica
tions necessary to asse~le NRC response participants at Headquarters or the 
Regions. This task •ust be acco~lished by effective use of telephone proce
dures and pagers. 

When an e .. rgency occurs, an NRC Headquarters Duty Officer (who is avai lable 
24 hours per day) receives the first call from the licensee and initiates a 
notification sche .. to call in NRC staff and alert other Federal officials and 
participating agencies. Each contact is represented by several individuals so 
that the probability of reaching a contact is reasonably high. This system has 
worked well at Headquarters and is being tested periodically to maintain 
effectiveness and sensitize participants. 

Pager syst•s are used extensively to aid in contacting key headquarters and 
regional office staff -..bers. At the headquarters Operations Center, NRC 
operates its own paging syst .. which covers the entire Washington Metropolitan 
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area. At the Regional Offices, c~rcial paging services are utilized. No 
such service is now provided for resident inspectors, but consideration is 
being given to the possible use of pagers if such services are available and 
can be utilized in particular situations. 

Although the NRC operates two dedicated telephone syste.s, experience has 
shown that hardwired syste~s are vulnerable. On several occasions, a site has 
lost all telephone service for short periods of ti .. (up to several hours). 
Evidently, there is a need to provide additional alternate com.unications to 
the operating facilities. Provision of this alternate capability is currently 
under study and could incorporate a high-frequency radio capability (either 
independent or for joint use with another Federal agency such as FEMA) or a 
satellite co..unications capa~ility. A pilot study of high-frequency radio 
capability is in progress in Region II using FEHA frequencies . In addition, 
an agre ... nt for NRC entry into FEMA high-frequency networks during ... rgencies 
has recently been approved. Should the high-frequency pilot progra. de.onstrate 
the value of this type of radio c~unications for emergency use, consideration 
will be given to developing a larger network, including licensees, as a pri.ary 
backup syst ... 

Short-range VHF radio syste~s for regional office use have been under considera
tion for so.. tt... These s.all lightweight radios would allow NRC inspectors 
to carry out tasks 1n or around the plant site while maintaining continuous 
two-way voice co..unfcation with the NRC Director of Site Operations. A 
prototype systea was procured prior to the TMI accident and has de.onstrated 
considerable usefulness. At THI the syst .. functioned satisfactorily but was 
severely li•ited by the s.all nUiber of portable radios available for the site 
tea.s. A Field Incident Radio Syst.. has been defined and NRC frequencies 
have been assigned. Detailed specifications have been developed based on the 
extensive testing of the prototype syste~. This syste. will be procured by 
NRC when funding is available. Si•ilar VHF radio capability can be made 
available to NRC in an e .. rgency through the Depart..nt of Agriculture's 
National fire Radio Cache and the Oepart..nt of Energy's Nuclear e.ergency 
Search Te... Both of these groups were present at the TMI accident and pro
vided extre .. ly effective local co .. unications assistance. In any future 
accident, NRC will request their assistance. However, the need for at least a 
few short-range radios is acute as soon as NRC response tea.s arrive at the 
site 2 to 6 hours after notification and substantially before au~ntation can 
be available. These other groups are highly .obile but will still require 
fro. 8 to 24 hours to arrive and be functional . 

Secure voice ter.inals are available for the use of the NRC Co..issioners. 
safeguards staff and security personnel. Additional voice ter.inals will be 
available for installation adjacent to the NRC Operations Center. The current 
secure voice ter.inals will be replaced with smaller, •ore versatile terminals 
when the new equi~nt bec01es available. 

At present, all telephones in the Headquarters Operations Center are recorded 
by a centralized •ulti-channel systea. However, because of li•ited space in 
the Operations Center, .est of the technical assess .. nt te .. functions are 
conducted in roo.s on the periphery of the Operations Center and are not 
recorded. Additional recording capability is being considered as the Opera
tions Center is .oved and/or expanded. Regional Office Operations Centers do 
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not record telephone ca..unfcations currently. but plans are underway to 
provide these offices with the necessary equip .. nt. 

A continuing study effort is underway to determine what voice co .. unications 
facilities and equipment are required for a pro.pt and sustained NRC response 
to e .. rgencies . This effort will be integrated with other ongoing planning 
efforts, particularly those of licensees, FEMA. and State agencies. 

4.3 Written Narrative 

During any e.ergency, written narratives •ust be exchanged a.ong the parti
cipants in order to lessen misunderstandings and provide accurate coordination. 
This subsection describes several major net~ks . No specific discussion of 
the U.S. Postal Service is included. Th~stal Service serves as the pri .. ry 
syste• for trans•ftting routine written information. However. even with 
Express Hail Service. this system will not generally provide the speed neces· 
sary in a crisis situation. 

4.3.1 Telephone Facsi•ile Service 

Telephone facsimile transmission has become the major .eans by which NRC 
provides written docu.ents to recipients during a crisis. The NRC Operations 
Center maintains a variety of facsimile machines in order to interface with 
almost all the facsi•ile machines available. However. consideration is being 
given to the concept of NRC specifying the type of high-speed facsimile .. chine 
{less than one minute per page) it will use to communicate with other participants. 
Any participant desiring NRC hard copy would obtain a compatible machine. 
This would allow trans•ission of general documents to multiple recipients at 
the same ti.e and limit the transmission delays which were common during the 
THI accident. Of all the written narrative systems discussed. facsimile 
service may be the only written narrative system which could be reasonably 
expected to be at. or quickly installed at, an incident site. 

4. 3. 2 Word Processing 

Modern word-processing systems are located within various NRC offices and have 
the capability to interconnect with other compatible word-processing terminals 
to transmit written material . This is currently being used extensively between 
the NRC Headquarters and their Regional Offices. As other Federal agencies, 
industry, and State groups obtain compatible equipment this system will be 
expanded. 

4. 3. 3 Teletype 

Dial-up teletype facilities are available and may be used extensively between 
Federal agencies. The availability for use with State , local and industry 
contacts is less sure. This system will be generally considered as a backup 
to other systems but may be utiliz~d where some delay can be tolerated. 

4. 3.4 SACHET 

This i~ a secure teletype system operated by the Department of Energy and 
serving that agency' s operating locations , the National Laboratories. and 
selected contractors. The network also interfaces with the Department of 
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Defense Auto.atic Digital Network (AUTODIN) and thus has access to practically 
all U.S. •flita~ installations. The SACHET and AUTODIN handle both classi
fied and unclassified .. ssage traffic. The full requirement for secure com.uni
cation during a nuclear reactor emergency has not been defined, although 
certain safeguards information of a potentially classified nature would be 
exchanged in the event of hostile activity or threats which could result in an 
e.ergency. The capability to exchange classified messages is available at the 
NRC and will be expanded when and if necessa~ to satisfy the require.ent for 
secure co .. unications. 

4.3.5 DEFCORD 

The Defense Coordination Teletype Network (DEFCORD) is established to provide 
the Federal Emergency Manag .. ent Agency with the capability for rapid dissemina
tion of infor.ation relating to an e.ergency and guidance on the nature and 
scope of actions to be taken by the Federal departments and agencies during an 
emergency. 

It is apparent that a number of unrelated systems capable of trans•itting 
narrative information is available and functioning. These range fro. 
c~rcial message syste•s to dedicated governaental syste.s. The availabil
ity of terminals compatible with NRC systems at onsite and nearsite locations 
is currently being determined. Designers of onsite Technical Support Centers 
and nearsite Emergency Operations Facilities, as well as State and local 
officials, should take into consideration the capabilities available to the 
NRC when defining the specific co .. unications support for these e~ergency 
management faci~ities . 

4. 4 Graphic/Pictorial 

Transmission of graphic/pictorial information during an incident is primarily 
acco~Plished by telephone facsimile service, as described in Section 4.3.1 
above. This •ethod of caa.unication is particularly useful for graphics but 
has limited utility for high resolution pictorial representations. Where time 
is not an urgent factor, express mail service or courier service can be utilized. 

NRC Headquarters has the ability to receive and trans•it slow scan TV pictures 
(i.e .• single-frame TV pictures) vfa telephone at the rate of one frame eve~ 
50 seconds. A hard-copy machine is available to produce a permanent image. 
Currently, the only use of this syste• is for ca..unication with the DOE 
Nuclear E .. rgency Search Te .. co..unication pod which would be dispatched to 
the site for co.munication support for DOE and NRC. This system was availabl~ 
during the TMI accident and was not utilized. Expansion of this capability is 
not being cons idered. 

4. 5 Data 

The transmission of plant data from reactor facilities to the NRC and other 
response participants is undergoing considerable development. Licensees will 
provide certain plant variables to the onsite technical support center and the 
nearsite emergency operations facility. These data syste•s will be phased in 
over the next few years . In addition, it is anticipated that various nuclear 
indust~ groups that •ay possess specialized expertise wili receive plant 
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infor.ation and soae States may request plant data for their eaergency opera
tions centers. 

The NRC is developing a nuclear data link, which is a data transmission system 
designed to send a set of specific plant variables tc the NRC Operations 
Center. This system would receive a subset of the data required to be avail
able at the licensee technical support centers and e.ergency operations 
facilities. A detailed discussion of acquisition of reactor data for the NRC 
Operations Center is the subject of a Report to Congress (NUREG-0730) which is 
being sublitted concurrently with this report. Impleaentation of such a 
system is not expected until 1984. 

Meteorological data is available at the NRC Operations Center from the National 
Weather Service in the for. of teletype weather reports and facsimile weather 
maps . (NRC Region II in Atlanta als·o receives National Weather Service reports 
of severe weather conditions because of the high incidence of hurricanes in 
that region.) These data provide NRC P.teteorological staff with a limited 
capability to do dispersion calculations and perform predictive dose projec
tions to aid in rec~nding protective actions for the public • More 
sophisticated capability is available through the At.ospheric Release Advisory 
Capability (ARAC) operated by lawrence Liventare laboratories for the Depart.ent 
of Energy. In conjunction with DOE, and FEMA, the States of New York, and 
California, and two nuclear reactor utility companies, the NRC is conducting a 
pilot study to determine the usefulness of this sophisticated computer system 
in emergency situations. By early 1981, interactive terminals will be installed 
at the NRC Operations Center, the Indian Point site, New York State, the 
Rancho Seco site, and California. A lengthy evaluation will assess the 
capabilities, value and cost-effectiveness of this capability. 

At the present ti.e, data transmi~sion from a plant site to offsite authorities 
is almost non-existent. One or two States receive a very small amount of data 
which is of some li•ited value. Federal, State and nuclear industry interest 
in receiving re110te data has increased INrkedly in 1980 and numerous syste.ms 
are being des igned for installation in the next few years. NRC is taking 
steps to provide industry with performance specifications so that an adequate 
minimum capabil i ty is assured and, further so that there is uniformity of data 
and units to assure that technical discussions among 'the various evaluation 
teams will not be hindered by incompatible or misinterpreted data. 

Consideration may have to be given to assuring that there is not an 
overprol i feration of plant data offsite. Although i t would be useful in a 
cri sis situation to receive as much expert advice as possible , there may also 
be problems wi th too many "cooks in the kitchen." 

4.6 Face-to-Face 

There is a specific aspect of human nature which provides an individual with 
better reassurance and understanding in face-to-face conversations than in 
more distant telephone or printed word communications. This aspect, along 
with the related desire to be close to the scene, was evident at TMI . Many of 
the significant emergency response changes since TMI take this into consideration. 
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The nearsite e.ergency operations facility which l i censees are requi red to 
build will provide one location where the aajor response parti cipants -
licensee •anage.ent. HRC. FEHA. other Federal agencies . State and local 
officials. and the media -- can get together. This facility will be the hub 
of the overall manageaent of offsite response activities. 

At the national level. arrangements have been aade a.ong several Federal 
agencies to have representatives of one agency present in the Operations 
Center of the other. During TMI. representatives of FEHA . EPA. DOE. HEW and 
FAA were present at the HRC Operations Center (some ~ontinuously) to assist in 
the necessary liaison. This concept will be conti nued and expanded. 
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5. REMAINING REQUIREMENTS AND FUTURE OPTIONS 

In addition to the ca..unications improvements already made and those under 
way, others will be needed to resolve the remaining proble.s . Options are now 
in various stages of study, but the analyses are complicated by the uncertainties 
of future technologies and, to a large extent, by uncertainties in the require
.. nts th .. selves. 

NRC ... rgency ca.aunications •ust be fully adequate in three respects : 

(1) Pri•a~. full-ti .. syst .. s •ust be adequate; they provide the ca.munica
tions that •ust be available at all times for im.ediate use if an emer
gency should occur. 

(2) Backup syst .. s •ust be adequate to restore critical services quickly i n 
case of failure of the pri.a~ systems for any reason. 

(3) Augmentation syste.s •ust be adequate to support the full ca.ple.ent of 
response personnel by the ti .. they arrive at the site. 

NRC does not now have, in use or in plans, fully adequate prima~, backup, and 
auo-entation capabilities. The NRC shall develop, implement and •aintain 
adequate ca..unication syste•s. The problems are sunaarfzed in the following 
sections. 

5.1 Pri .. ry Syste•s 

At headquarters, the need for direct lines to other Federal agency headquarters 
is under review. Additional telephone service will also be added to support a 
new Headquarters Operations Center and i~Prove.ents at the regional offices, 
but no significant difficulties are foreseen. Telephone recording capability 
must be expanded at headquarters and regional offices also to assure that a 
ca.plete sequential record of NRC response activities is retained. 

In the vicinity of .ast sites local telephone service will again be overloaded 
if a serious incident occurs. No clear solution exists, but satellite systems 
or other .. ans of bypassing the local exchange are being considered. 

At the site the greatest need is to identify the .ast effective infonaation 
flow a.ong response participants. Once that is done, there may be some diffi
culty in assuring adequate manning of the ca..unications tenainals . Current 
analyses of infor.ation flow necessarily include that consideration. Of 
course, the best onsite c~unications syst .. will be of little value if local 
exchanges are overloaded, as .. ntioned above. 

Between headquarters, regional offices, and the site, current and planned 
syste.s leave roo. for i~Prov.-ent . Probably the .ast critical need is for 
adequate co..unications during the early stages of a response, prior to · 
arrival at the site of an NRC Site Teaa. An automatic data acquisition syst .. 
could reduct the need for telephone requests for plant status infor.ation, 
but the effect is still uncertain. No capability to trans•it graphics (such 
as •ight be used in discussing a piping and instru.entation diagr .. ) is now 
planned. The utility of a standard closed-circuit television link is less 
clear, but sufficient co..unications capacity is not now available fro. the 
site even if television proves to be useful . 
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Satellite syst .. s are being considered as a way of providin~ .ore pri.ary 
capacity. because satellites .ay also provide an i.portant backup and au~nta
tion capability which will bypass overloaded local exchanges. The best esti.ates 
of an 1dequate pri.ary capability foresee a •ix of satellite. •icrowave. and 
landline co..unications. The diversity of such a •ix should also offer .ore 
survivable co..unications under adverse weather conditions. for eKa.ple. A .. jor 
drawback is the cost of a satellite syst... Costs and use could be shared with 
another agency to i.prove the feasibility. 

The requir ... nt for secure c~unications between headquarters and the regional 
offices has been stated on nu.erous occasions. The nature of these c~unica
tions has not been decided. but the pri.e candidates discussed are secure voice 
and secure facsi•ile co..unicatfons. The installation of any for. of secure 
co..unications in the regional offices wi ll require .eKtensive physical security 
arrang ... nts costing considerably .ore than the secure devices th .. selves. 
Plans to satisfy this stated requir ... nt are under way. but these are still in 
the early stages. 

5. 2 Backup Syste•s 

Backup syst .. s beco.e the primary systeMs i n case of widespread probl .. s with 
the latter. They cannot usually carry the full capacity of the pri.ary syst .. s. 
NRC wil l evaluate the effectiveness of the high-frequency radios now being 
used on a trial basis in Region II and at headquarters . If this syst .. offers 
the opti•u. .. thod of providing backup co..unicatfons. it will be i~le .. nted 
nationwide. Other possibilities for backup co..unications &re very li•ited. 
Existing •ir.rowave l inks between each site and the licensee•s load dispatch 
center (and, frequently , other offices) could be used for critical .. ssages, 
but they are also needed by the licensee during an incident. The existing 
microwave capacities are also too s.all to offer si:nificant backup. Should 
the need arise i n the near future. NRC would request backup c~unicatfons 
through FEMA fro• military. civil defense. and other organizations. 

NRC is also .reviewfng preli•fnary proposals for a rapidly deployable co .. unica
tions center that would provide not only restoral but also augaentation 
communications out of the power plant site. Satellite com.unications transpor
table terminals play a major role in all such preliminary proposals investigated 
to date. 

Wi thi n NRC Headquarters . only two telephone lines and the health physics 
network (HPN) fn the Operations Center are routed around the main eKchange 
servi ng h~3dquarters. More protection against accidents and del iberately caused 
fai l ures is being considered as part of plans for moving the center to another 
location. 

5. 3 Au~ntation Syste•s 

tnfon~ation flow a.ong a ful l complement of response personnel is sti ll being 
analyzed. The FEMA National Contingency Plan. the NRC Incident Response Plan. 
and the licensee emergency plan all must be made to mesh , partly through the 
planned flow of infonaation to , fro•. and a.ong personnel at the si te . 
Detai led require .. nts for au~nting the primary co-.unications will be derived 
fro. a review of those plans. · 
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In th~ .. anti ... NRC relies on AT&T to add telephone capacity as soon as 
possible; on the Forest Service to provide hand-held radios for co .. unicati on 
a.ong ..-bers of the NRC Site Tea. and a.ong response personnel from other 

· agencies ; and on the Depart..nt of Energy to link key officials at the site by 
radio and into the public telephone syste.. These arrangements are expected 
to continue. Two telephone-related proble.s are current issues: 

(1) New ca..unications syste.s (such as the e.ergency Noti fication Systea and 
the Health Physics Network) cannot be acquired by the NRC without GSA 
approval under Federal Property Hanag ... nt Regulati ons. While this prior 
approval presents no particular probl .. s in routine or preplanned i~l~nta
tion of e~ergency co..unications, it could hinder the rapid i~leaentation 
of e•ergency ca.aunications to satisfy require .. nts developed during the 
response to an ... rgency. NRC will attempt to reach agree.ent with GSA 
on .. thods which will overco .. this potential delay during periods of 
... rgency response. 

(2) Authorization is needed fro• the Federal Com.unications co .. ission (FCC) 
to record incident-related telephone conversations without superi~Posing 
an audible signal , the so-called "beep" tone. NRC telephones now caM'Y 
the tone when conversations are recorded, so several parti es joined in a 
telephone conference hear separate tones for each party. (The tones are 
not synchronized because of technical li•ftations. ) The 111ultiple toues 
are a definite hindrance to good co .. unications and should be unnecessa~ 
under the circu.stances. The FCC is willing to consider an NRC request 
for ex.-ption fro. the require.ent to i~ose tones on the recorded lines. 

5.4 l!pl ... ntation Issues 

In the process of ruleaaking to i~rove the overall capability to respond to 
~rgencies, NRC sust decide several issues that will strongly affect the 
future of ..ergency coeaunications: 

(1) To what extent should NRC .anage the-details of the configuration of 
... rgency ca..unications syst .. s to be provided by the licensees? Too 
little configuration control will l ead to the licensees spending vast 
a.aunts on ... rgency ca.munications with no assurance that the resulting 
syst .. s would be ca.patible with one another or with NRC ' s syste.s. Too 
111uch configuration control exercised unilaterally by NRC would tend to be 
over-regulation and could stifle innovative app~aches to solving ... rgency 
ca..unication proble.s . 

(2) To what extent should NRC fund ... rgency ca..unications between NRC and 
the licensees, between States and NRC. and between other Federal agencies 
and NRC? NRC currently funds the e .. rgency Notification Syste•. the 
Health Physics Network, and a pilot high frequency radio syste• working 
through the Federal Elergency Manag ... nt Agency ' s Civilian Defense National 
Radio Syste. networks. NRC •ust stfll dete~fne what share ~f the costs 
of the nuclear data lfnk •ust be borne by the licensees. 
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{3) To what extent should NRC depend upon the Federal E .. rgency Manag~nt 
Agency to provide restoral and aug.entation co..unications capabilities 
during nuclear incidents? FEMA certainly has a role in planning for and 
responding to ... rgencies of all types. Proposals are bei~g •ade by the 
ca..unications industry to provide deployable e.ergency ca..unications 
facilities and crews to restore severed ca..unications or to au;.ent 
existing ca..unications at the site of a nuclear incident. NRC at this 
ti .. has insufficient funds to proceed with any such proposals and addi
tionally has an insufficiently clear picture of what, if any, si•ilar 
capabilities FEMA will be providing for the use of all agencies in all 
t~es of ... rgencies. 

(4) To what extent should NRC provide privacy protection equi~nt for its 
e.ergency ca..unications? The .anitoring of response ca..unications by 
the press or public could lead to pr ... ture jud~nts which could be very 
har.ful . Much of the coordination of response activities and the status 
of events at the site of an e .. rgency is done by radio. The content of 
the conversations includes unanalyzed data, speculation, and technical 
infor.ation which could easily be •isunderstood by persons not trained in 
the iMplications of such infor.ation. The reaction to the publication or 
widespread discussion of such infor.ation could cause unnecessary apprehen
sion by persons in the vicinity or, at worst, could create a panic situation. 
On the other hand, unless all parties directly involved in the response 
had coepatible privacy syst .. s, necessary coordination and info~tion 
exchange could be ha.pered. 

Legislation •ay be required to i~l~nt a fully adequate e.ergency 
ca..unfcation syste•, but the need is not yet clear. If the above 
probleMs cannot be resolved through other aeans , appropriate legislation 
will be requested by NRC. 
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Table 1 

TMI COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS 

AffECTEO-TMI INVESTIGATION DOCUMENTATION 
RESPONSE ACTIVITY FINDING ciTATICiiS RESOLUTIONS STATUS 

1. Initial notlflca- a. Licensee slow In KeMny Report: (1) Revisions to federal (1) In effect now 
tlons fro. Licensee reporting event to Generlll c~nt regulations (10 CFR for notlftca-
to NRC and to Stat~ State and Local Rogovln: 29 50.72 and 10 CFR so. lion to NRC; In 
and local agencies agencies. , .. v Appendix E) require effect Hov-.r 3. ,, 

licensee to pro.ptly 1980 for 15-•lnute 
lnfol"'l NRC. State and notification to 
local •gencles of any ;; Stllte and local . 
..ergency. 

(2) NUREG-0654 gives (2) In use liS lnterl• 
addltioBil guidelines . draft. 
for reporting • 

w . ··' ' en I 
.. .. 

(3) Direct telephone line (3) In use. 
fnsulled to NRC HQ 
fro. each fllcillty. 

b. Initial notification HUREG-0600: 1-3-39 (1) NRC Incident Response (1) 18ple.ented through 
to NRC Regional Office Rogovln: 27 Plan requires all-hours te~PGrary assign-
was received by SeOllte: 118 staffing to receive Mots i pe,_nent 
answering service. " ... ..g.ncy notification. asslgn.ents being 

consl!iered • 
.... 

c. Backup to telephones Rogovln: 1043 (1) Tvo direct-line (1) In use. ' Backup 
needed In case of NUREG-0616:119 networks reduce chances not yet adequate. 
failure. of total failure. 

(2) No backup lnstlllled. (2) Pilot st~ of 
but high-frequency radios underway 
radios and satellite In Region 11. 
ca..unlcatlons under 
study. 

. ..... . - ~-.... ., .. .- ... . - ...... - · "' ... , -.-- ...... 
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d. Initial notification Senate: 16, 121, (l) New ... rgenC:y plaMing (1) Published as final 
to the State did not 123 rule (10 CFR 50, regulation (SH 
portray the accident Rogovln: 47 I· 

1
i:,; Appendix E) requires 45 fR 55402); effec-

as serious. ,. l. licensee to categorize ttve Hove.ber 3, 
events . 1980. 

" ··. 
" 

2. Ca..unlcatlons a. Ca..unlcattons lte.ny: 21, 39 (1) Two dedicated ... rgency (1) ln use. Overall 
Into and out of between NRC HQ and .. Senate: 13, 120, '127 telephone systees reliability and 
facility the site wre totally 131, 137 ., fro. each facility capacity sttll 

Inadequate. Rogovtn: 35, 48 i" to NRC HQ, regions, and Inadequate. ·· 
,, 107, 108, 853 resident Inspectors. 

:, 
w i. I ,, 

i; (2) New E .. rgency Operations (Z) In various stages ..., .. l ~f· 1: ~: o' : I~ j ;_ 

facilities ~Ill offer of construction 
110re ca..unlcattons. by licensees. 

(3) Direct data acquisition (3) Concept and 
systee will send liipl ... ntatlon 
critical data to NRC HQ specifications In 
and regions fro. each developeent. 

b. Facfllty ~as Senate: 13, 17, 79, (1) State ... rgency plans (1) In view by fEMA. 
uncertain about the 86, 136 required to clarify 
type of infonaatton ,. needs. 
to be reported to 
State and local 
agencies. 

c. Senior NRC .. nageMnt IC._ny: 39 (1) Resident Inspector (1) ln use. 
unable to obtain up- Senate: 13, 15, 82, Progra. established to 
to-date lnfonaatlon. 119, 131 provide beckup co.aunl-

Rogovln: 134 cations and assess .. nt 
fro. the facility to 
senior NRC .. naoe-ent. 

f' ::; ;_ 1
•1 " ' •

1 
, . .o. " 1: ~ " ., .- t•' ~t ,;f. .,- ' ' ·" "'. 1' ' _ ___ ~:_ -~--~~-·' --~-......__._._:__ 



w 
(X) 

... ....... ·~·.. . ' liiil' " .. ·lilill 1 lllil J"liiil'ii.:,; lliiliL~·-

AffECTED TMJ INVESTIGATION DDCtltENTATION 
RESPONSE ACTIVITY fiNDING CITATIONS 

d. C~nfcatfons did not Kt.eny: 39 
l~rove until a senior Senate: 130 
NRC representatlv' 
arrived at the site 
and took charge. 

I 

RESOLUTIONS 

(2) Direct data acquisition 
· systa will provide 

continuous and tt•ly 
plant status ' lnfo~tton. 

·(J) Incident Response Plan 
provides for l11proved 
flow of ca..unfcatlons 
to senior unageMnt. 

. ·'· · (1) Hew Incident Response 
Plan provides:· 

0 Regional Office 
Director leaves for 
site when response 
Is activated. 

° Chal~n uy delegate . 
authority to site when 
official arrives. 

° Chaln-of-co.and fs 
shortened. 

(2) 1D CFR so •. Appendix E 
requires a near-site , 
E8ergency Operations 
Facility (EDF) for 
senior NRC and , 
facility aanageMnt to 
coordinate the .. r-

.. gency response of all 
participants . ' · 

(2) concept and . , 
. l•ll•ntation 
specifications In · 
develo.-.nt. 

·' 
(3) Plan and procedures 

CCIIIPleted.,. Need 
exercises with 

. regions. 
' 

(1) HUREG-0728 

_, 

(2) In various stages 
of construction 

, . by licensees. 



w 
..0 

e. Many probl•s with 
the large nu.ber of 
lnc011lng calh to . 
the plant; too few 
lnce~~~tng I lnes; no 
switchboard operator 
avaHable. 

f . Too .. ny uncoordinated 
~nds for lnfonaa· 
tlon fr011 the plant's 
control ro011. No · 
foll~up on these to 
ensure that questions 
were answered. 

g. lnfonaatlon reported 
out of the plant was 
not tt .. ly, accurate 
or descriptive 

logovln: 1043 
NUREG·0600: II·A-18, 
11·2-24 . 

,.·J 

ltogovln: 36, 911 
0600: I·A·66 
Senate: 17 

logovln: 62, 853, 
911, 1043 
HUREG-0600: Several 
references 

Senate: 13, 15, 16, 
120. 135. 137 

' . 

(1) Uncertain effect; (1) Prectete ... lned e.rgency. 
operations procedures" 
for the facility and for 
State and local govern- . 
.. nts should llalt the 
nuaber of calls to each 
site and ·transfer thea to 
the EOF •. 

needs testing. . .. 
No clear solution 
yet for avoiding 
overloads at local 
telephone exchanges. ·: 

(1) Aut011atlc Data Systea 
wl 11 reduce the de.and 
for other plant status 
lnfonaatlon during an 
eaergency. 

(2) NRC health physfcs 
dedicated telephone 
network fr011 each 
plant will ' help to 
separate kinds of 
lnfo,..tlon according 
to sources at site. 

(1) Trained co.aunlcators 
are needed at both ends 
of the co.unlcattons 

· links between facility 
and the NRC. 

(2) Exercises and drills 
needed to deaonstrate 
an effecttve'· trafnlng 
progr• requf red by 
10 CFR 50, Appendix E. 

(1) Concept and l•le· 
.. ntatlon speclflca· 
tlons In developaent. 

(2) In use. 

(1) NRC technical 
caa.unlcalors are 
assigned; not all 
licensee coa.unlca· 
tors assigned. 

(2) Exercises to be 
scheduled. 



. 1·•. 

AfffCT£1.-tMJ 
RESPONSE ACTIVITY 

3. eo-untcAtfons uong 
key NRC And ltc~nsee 

·· tndtvtduAls And 
groups 

INVEST I GAt (Oin»>COMENTATIOII 
FINDING CIJATIOIIS 

a . MAny key rec:~nct.
tlons were -.de by 
indtvi~ls who dtd 
not hAVe ACCUrAte 
infonutton. 

b. Role of Ca..fssion & 
entire decision· .. kfng 
process during the 
•ccldent were Ill
defined. No procedures 
for st•ff rec~nda
ttons were explored & 
resolved prior to 
rec~ndatton to the 
governor. 

c. Geographlc.l spread 
between the 'v•rfous 
NRC otrlces tn 

·., Washington c•used 
ca..unicAtions proble.s . 

l( .. ny: ' 
General c~nt 
Rogovtn: · 62, 63 
Senate: 124, 130 

K ... ny: 40 
S.Mte: u, 134, 
158 

., 

KeMny: 21 
Rogovin: · 35 

l ~ : .. 

. RESOLUTIONS 

(3) AutoMtfc data 
.cquflitton. syst•. 

<i> H.W' ..C ·Incident .... 
· Response Plan defines .. 

functions of all ' 
personnel . 

' (2) Drills, exercises and 
a ··training progr•' to 
ensure effectlve"pl•n 
IIIPleMnta~ion. 

(1) s.-. as (1) •nd (2) 
'tor Finding (a),' abOve. 

,.. _I :, 

(1) Co..tsston consolida
ttng offices. 

" 

.P 

(2) NRC co~Unuing 
exercises . · Exer-. 

:! 



4. Ca..unfcatfons wfth 
and .ong key 
Federal, State, end 
local Individuals 
and groups 

i.· .. •·':L~.\t' ·'t ~ 

a. There existed a lack 
of proper c~lca· 
'tfons channels between 
the Federal ooverMent 
(NRC) and the C..on· 
wealth of Pennsylvania. 

b." The federal ooverMent 
should designate a 

. sfnole spokesperson · 
to advhe the Governc;r 
on coordinated rederal 
response end on·s I te •· 
technical .. ttera. 

c . Co.~Unlcatfons between 
the Pennsylvania 
E•rgency MlinaUe-nt 
Agency (PEM) and the 
Bureau of Rldfatfon 
Protection (BRP) were 
lncOIIPlete and , 
therefore, Ineffective. 

i •. , ,J;~I;I:, 

Governor: 82 
"-ny: 40 ...... ,. 
Rogovfn: 1041 • r( ' 
1043 ,., 
Senate: . 13 

Governor: 82, 
122 

'.( 

Rogovln: 1043 
Senate: 122 

· Governor: ' 71 , 78 

(1) Responsibilities for 
· ·'. Hehon are established 

In the ·..c .Incident 
Responte Plan. 

(1) National Contingency 
~:•n to provide tor 
coordination. 

d~~! 

·. 

(1) State Radiological .. , · .. 
E .. rgeney Reaponse 
Plan requires liaison 
MOnQ all state 
organizations. NUREG· 
0654 requires better-
defined rol~s . 

(2) Dedicated Co.~Unlca· 
estlbJhhed between , 
PEM and BRP. 

(3) Exerclsea .and drills 
required. 

,, 
(1) IUIEG-0728 

(1) In preparation 
by FEM • 

(1) Revised plan In 
review. Other , 

•' State plans also 
r:'u In review by FEHA. 
" NUAEG·06S4. in use 

-~!; 
as fnterla guide. 

(2) In use. 

(3) To be scheduled. 



d. The flow of offfclal 
lnfonaat.ton fro. the .· 
State (PEMA) to the 
counties regarding 
plant status and 
and radiological 
Mt.t ers was virtually ': 
nonedstent. For the ·· 
IIOSt part updated 
lnfonaation did not 
exist at PEMA. 

No eechanls. existed 
for establishing 
reliable ca..untca- . 
lions MOng the onslte 
and several ~ffslte 
organizations respon- · 
s lble for v1rlous 
1spects of the -.r
gency responae. 

Rogovln: 1041 -
1043 
Senate: 122, 123 
Governor: 83, 84, 
U3 
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FOREWORD 

Public Law 96-295 contains a request for NRC to provide three reports to 
Congress, all related to i•pr4vements in the NRC response to nuclear emergen
cies since the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 on March 28, 1979. The 
reports prepared to answer that request are: 

NUREG-0728, "Report to Congress: NRC Incident Response Plan" 
NUREG-0729, "Report to Congress on NRC Emergency Co11111unications" 
NUREG-0730, "Report to Congress on the Acquisition of Reactor Data 

for the NRC Operations Center" 

These reports su.aarize the status of many of the actions taken to date and 
provide the basis for continued upgrading of the NRC Incident Response Progra.. 

The NRC Incident Response Plan assigns responsibilities for perfor.ing the 
functions and .aking the decisions that co~rise the NRC response. The NRC 
plan will be .ade consistent with plans being prepared by the Federal ~rgency 
Manag..ant Agency. 

The Report on ~rgency Co..unications su.marizes the findings of coa.unica
tions problems identified by the Bajor reviews and investigations of the 
accident and response at Three Mile Island. The report also includes the 
status of corrective actions for the identified problems and presents an 
evaluation of current ca..unication capabilities and future options needed to 
support the functions identified in the NRC Incident Response Plan. 

The Report on Acquisition of Reactor Data for the NRC Operations Center 
describes alternatives for one major facet of the communications probl .. : 
acquiring data at a nuclear power plant and transmitting th .. to NRC head
quarters. Such a data link can play a role in the NRC functions and decisions 
and provide broad support for the entire NRC Incident Response Plan. 

Collectively, these reports to Congress provide a ca.prehensive outline of the 
actions and plans of the NRC for improving its response to any future accidents. 
It is anticipated that these docu.ents will also pro~ide the other possible 
participants in an accident (State and local agencies, licensees, vendors, 
etc. ) with an understanding of the present .anner in which NRC can be expected 
to respond and how the response will change in the near future . 

~~ - ~~"~ ______ ....;_ ___ _ 
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ACQUISITION OF REACTOR DATA 
FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION OPERATIONS CENTER 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During and after the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2), participants, 
observers and investigators of the accident recognized a substantial need to 
provide MOre accurate and reliable plant data to assist NRC in car~ing out 
its responsibilities. Initial efforts to acquire an enhanced data acquisition 
syste. were limited because the role and responsibilities of NRC during 
... rgencies required better definition. 

Prior to the accident at TMI-2, the general perception within NRC was that its 
prima~ role was to .anitor the response of the licensee to an incident to 
assure that the licensee was taking appropriate actions to •itigate the con
sequences of such an accident. However, the details of that approach were not 
thoroughly developed. 

During the accident at TMI-2, it was evident that NRC participation was broader 
than anticipated. In the aftenaath of the accident, it was clear ·that NRC 
emergency response planning would have to change, but the degree of •odifica
tion was not settled. One group advocated that NRC should take over a facility 
in an eaergency, whereas others insisted that the NRC had overstepped its 
authority nt TMI-2 and should strictly liait its actions to that of a conven
tional regulato~ agency; that is, .onitor and investigate. As a result of 
th is debate, both within and outside the agency, the role of NRC in an eMergency 
became better defined. More attention was devoted to the aeans of acquiring 
reactor data to support the functions and decision-aaking necessa~ to fulfill 
NRC ' s role. 

Although little formal agency action was taken toward data acquisition during 
the summer and early fall of 1979, the staff inforMally consulted with various 
companies, exploring the feasibility of a data acquisition syste• and the 
technol ogy available to acquire, trans•it and display site data to the NRC 
Operations Center. In October 1979, senior NRC officials discussed the need 
for an enhanced data acquisition system. A major concern was for an early 
operational capability that would provide sufficient infor.ation to allow NRC 
to perform its identified roles . Sandia National laboratories was tasked as 
the overall system integrator and charged with the aajor task to develop a 
detailed conceptual approach to the data requirements of NRC. To provide 
Sandia with guidance as to the type and quanti ty of data required, the NRC 
staff developed a detailed set of variables for which values will be trans
mitted to the NRC Operations Center from each operating reactor facility 
(Ref. 1). 

The Co-.ission was informed of the actions being undertaken by the staff, 
.ainly through a series of briefings. These sessi ons also provided the staff 
with valuable guidance in working on the data system concept. The initial 
briefing on Februa~ 5, 1980, was concerned with the overall upgrading of the 
Operations Center including the data system design considerations, features, 
and attributes (Ref. 2). At that briefing, the co .. issi on directed the staff 
to continue work on the data system concept and report when the Sandia study 
was co.plete. 
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Sandia published the initial concept study in April 1980 (Ref. 1) and the 
staff briefed the Ca..ission on that report in a May 15, 1980, meeting (Ref. 3) 
This briefing also included a discussion of other possible data link alternatives. 
The Ca..ission requested further review of the alternatives and comparison of 
the relationship of the nuclear data link (NDL) data syste• to those similar 
syst .. s being required of licensees in developing new e.ergency facilities . 

On July 14, 1980, the staff again briefed the co .. ission or. the progress in 
the develoP~tnt of a nuclear data syst .. concept, as requested in the previous 
.. eting (Ref. 4). During that session, the co .. ission approved the nuclear 
data link (NDL) concept and agreed that the staff should .ave forward to 
develop specifications for open bidding and selection of contractors. The 
Com.ission requested that they review the specifications prior to the 
announc..ent of the bid solicitations. The necessary i~leeentation tasks, 
schedule, and specifications for open bid~ing will be ca.pleted early in FY81. 
An operational syst .. is anticipated in FY84. 

This report provides a su.aary of the results and conclusions of activities 
that have taken place over the past 18 .onths. This report is intended to 
serve as a definitive stateeent of the alternative data acquisition systees 
considered in the develop-.nt of the NDL concept, a description of the fully 
automatic alternative which would give the NRC Operations Center a ca.prehensive 
analytical capability and the projected costs and schedule for i~l.-entation 
of that alternative. Although this alternative is considered in greatest 
detail, the Co..ission has .. de no decision to f~leeent this, or any of the 
other alternatives described in this report. The Co..fssion is continuing to 
consider• the field of alternatives in the context of the role of the agency, 
headquarters and regions in the event of a radiological eeergency. 

~NOTE: The NRC published for review and caa.ent a draft report, "Functional 
Criteria for E .. rgency Response Facilities," NUREG-0696, July 1980. That 
draft described and sought ca..ents on a fully autoaatic data trans•ission 
alternative. The ca..ent period for the draft report closed Septeeber 29, 1980. 
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2. ROLE OF THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

2.1 Spectru. of Roles 

The proper response role for NRC during the course of a radiological emergency 
at a licensed ~uclear facility has not been clear. Historically, the NRC and 
its predecessor agency have concentrated on the purely regulatory aspect of 
their Mission. Major concern was li•ited to assuring, through .anitoring, 
that the licensee was taking those actions required by his license and NRC 
regulations. 

After the incident at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant near Decatur, 
Alab .. a, on March 22, 1975, the role of NRC was .adified ~ut still was largely 
confined to re.ate .anitoring and advisory functions. The accident at TMI-2 
caused NRC to reassess its role requir ... nts and iMProve its response proce
dures . As a result of that reassess .. nt and the several inquiries into NRC 
actions during the accident at Three Mile Islan~ Uni ~ 2 (TMI-2), it beca.e 
clear that there was a range of potential \'Ol~s that NRC •fght assUII when 
responding to an ... rgency. The different roles that NRC •ust be prepared to 
fulfill vary according to the degree of control exercised and range fro• 
passive .anitoring to active intervention. 

In any incident, NRC .. Y exercise .are than one role, sa.eti•es concurrently, 
as the incident progresses. However, it is iiPortant that all participants in 
an incident (NRC and others) be fully aware of changes in the NRC role. A 
plan has been developed by NRC to assure that appropriate notifications are 
carried out. This plan is the subject of a separate Report to Congress 
(NUREG-0728) which is being subMitted concurrently with this report. 

These •ajor roles are presented in ascending order of responsibility. Role 
alternatives are not discrete or •utually exclusive, but instead are successive 
incre .. nts in whfch one is added to another . 

2.1.1 Monitnring-Only Role 

In this role, HRC response is essentially passive and confined to infor-.tion 
acquisition and assess .. nt. The licensee, in conjunction with State and local 
authorities, has pri•ary responsibility for dealing with the incident. NRC 
keeps itself apprised of both the situation and the status of response actions, 
based on dependent data supplieJ by the licensee as well as any data obtained 
independent of the licensee via a data syst .. , reported by NRC personnel on . 
site or provided by offsite authorities . NRC also .. intains cognizance of 
offsite conditions and activities related to the incident. Additional ad hoc 
infor..tion .. y be requested by NRC, as dee .. d necessary. Data fro. all 
sources is collated, verified, analyzed, and evaluated by NRC to arrive at its 
own esti•ate of the situation and of the adequacy of the operational protec
tive .. asures being taken. NRC serves as the focal point at the Fe~eral level 
for providing authoritative technical infonaation on the incident related to 
the onsite situation and licensee offsite activities. 

- 3 -



2.1.2 Advisory Role 

The NRC role in this case is expanded to include exerting influence on the 
response process, using fnfonaation gathered by continued monitoring. Primary 
responsibility for coping with the incident, however, still resides with the 
licensee. NRC gives adviso~ support, either requested or volunteered, to 
assist fn diagnosing th• situation, isolating critical problems, and deter
•ining what re.edial courses of action and additional precautiona~ measures 
are indicated. Advice is made available to the licensee, State and local 
authorities, and to other Federal agencies concerned. Acceptance of NRC 
opinions, jud~ent, and suggestions is discretiona~ rather than binding upon 
the licensee; it is channeled to licensee management. 

In addition, in selected cases the NRC may integrate response measures taken 
on site and external support relating directly to onsite response needs. In 
this capacity, NRC aay also orchestrate the site-oriented response process and 
serve as a common focal point or intermedia~ for the licensee and various 
other participants involved. 

2.1.3 Li•ited Direction Role 

In addition to monitoring and adviso~ activities. in this role the NRC 
intervenes in a li•ited fashion to direct and control the licensee's onsite 
response. It assumes responsibility and initiative in making certain critical 
operational decisions with regard to response .. asures to be taken, by issuing 
fonaal orders to the licensee accordingly, and .anitoring i~lementation of 
the actions ordered. In soae cases, NRC could reserve for itself only a few 
major or key operational decisions, leaving the re•ainder of the decision-
.. king to the licensee. However, in this role, the licensee continues to 
operate and aanage the facility _with licensee personnel who .. y be aug~ented 
by personnel fro. other indust~ groups. NRC advice and direction is 
channeled to licensee ~nage .. nt. 

2.1.4 Assuae Manag ... nt Control 

NRC could find ft necessary to exercise detailed .anagement control, •aking 
•any ~ecisions on operational .. tters that are perceived to be significant, 
sensitiv~. or critical . The licensee, in effect, becomes the executive agent 
of the NRC. All aspects of onsite response would be concurred in or approved 
by NRC, whether expressly directed or not. 

An extraordina~ contingency could be postulated in which some or all of the 
technical functions required to deal with the situation are actually performed 
by NRC-provided personnel deployed on site. However remote, this is a hypo
thetical possibility. Such a role of last resort could fall on NRC by default. 
The takeover role is highly scenario-dependent, and the potential role demands 
on NRC are correspondingly open-ended. There are, however, serious questions 
about the desirability, as well as the capability of NRC, or another Federal 
agency, supplanting the licensee. In addition, for this role to be considered 
viable, the legal issue of NRC liability must be ex .. ined in depth. 

Based on experience, NRC believes that, nearly all of the time, NRC will 
participate in an ... rgency in the monitoring and adviso~ roles . For planning 
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purposes, the C~ission has developed guidance esti•ating that 9~ of the 
ti .. NRC will exercise the .onitoring and advisory roles. However, even 
though the probability of directing licensees or assu.ing manage .. nt con~rol 
is extre.ely s .. 11 and would in all li~elihood be done by the senior NRC 
official at the site, NRC •ust be prepared to function in the "li•ited direc· 
tion" role, and will consider further ...-hether it can or should be prepared to 
"ass ... unagtMnt control ." 

The focus of a particular NRC role will depend to a great degree on tfie stage 
of the NRC response, the availability of staff, and the particular decisions 
required. · In general, there will be an a.phasis to •anage the NRC functions 
and activities at the site. However, regardless of the location, analysis 
tea.s at NRC headquarters will support the NRC site perso~nel by continuing to 
monitor events , to project consequences of the situation, and to develop 
recoa.ended actions throughout an eMergency. NRC headquarters technical staff 
can provide a perspective that is free fro. the i ... diate pressures of crises 
at the site. 

2.2 Key Decisions and Functions Reguiring. Site Data 

In an e.argenc:y, NRC Must be prepared to make quick and critical decisions and 
perform tasks that coulrl have a crucial effect on public health and safety. 
In •ost situations in which decisions are necessary (e. g. , rec~nding protec· 
tive .aasures to State officials}, declining to .. ke a decision or delaying a 
decision can be as i~ortant as taking a specific action. The NRC, by virtue 
of its position as regulator of the affected plant, will find itself directly 
involved in any ... rgency that has the potential of affecting the public 
health and safety. In this position, decisions •ust be .. de and functions 
carried out that require an independent NRC evaluation of the plant operations 
and the real or potential effect on the public and the environ.ent. 

Based on statutory responsibilities, the NRC Incident Response Plan (NUREG-0728}, 
which is concurrently being trdns•itted to the Congress with this report, 
highlights decisions that Must be •ade by the NRC to fulfill its basic responsi· 
bil i tfes i n an ... rgency. These include the following: 

Evaluate and categorize initial infor.ation to esti .. te severity 
Decide to escalate the NRC response 
Rec~nd protective actions for the public 
Rec~nd (and possibly direct) licensee actions 
Ce~scalate the NRC response 

These critical decisions depend on effective performance of certain key 
functions that are highly dependent on site data: 

Evaluate incident and plant status 
Evaluate licensee actions 
f.roject incident consequences and plant status 
Advise or discuss probl .. s with licensees 
Review, investigate, and docu.ent response actions 
Maintain response capability 
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Current .. thods of data trans•ission (voice telephor •. communication between 
two i_ndividuals) have da.onstrated severe limitationt The flow of site data 
to the NRC Operations Center on a single-voice line c~ be severely hampered 
at a critical ti... Although there is a requirement f'r the licensee to 
assign an individual to that single-voice line, staff experience has shown 
that: 

(1) The infor.ation obtained is limited because the site contact has to 
ferret out •uch of the data. 

(2) The NRC staff requests .ay be off target initially because of a lack of 
general understanding of the situation. Thi·s wastes valuable ca..unica
tion tine. 

(3) The site contact on the telephone is not always soneone known by NRC 
staff; as a result, communications may not be smooth in the emergency 
atmosphere. 

(4) Data communicated orally can be very easily misunderstood or 
•is interpreted. 

Consequently, there is a distinct need to develop methods for improving the 
trans•ission of data fro. reactor sites to the NRC Operations Center. It is 
essential that the data trans•ission be accomplished without signi f 1ntly 
interfering with other licensee activities, particularly during periods of 
stress. 

So.. concern has been raised as to the extent of data which should be available 
to NRC for evaluating the situation at a reactor site. The basis for this 
concern appears to be the belief that increased data at NRC headquarters would 
lead some individuals to direct a licensee to take particular actions. Hqwever, 
if NRC is to perfonl the functions listed above and make the critical decisions 
required to carry out its responsibilities, particularly du~ing the early 
hours before the NRC staff can reach the site, it •ust have the reliable data. 
To protect against "fnfonaal direction," procedures have been developed·whereby 
any NRC advice or direction is provided to the licensee at a management level 
so that it can be evaluated before the licensee directs the operator to take a 
certain action. In addition, the chain of co.aand of the NRC e .. rgency response 
organfzation has been strengthened so that advice or direction would come froa 
a specific senior .. nagement position rather than several NRC employees. That 
posftion will be announced to the licensee so that he is aware of Who has the 
authority to advise on or direc~ licensee actions. 

It should also be noted that the final deten~inations of the type and nu.ber 
of plant variables to be included in an upgraded data system have not been 
.. de. The final selection will be based on a period of discussion within NRC 
and among licensees, vendors, architect-engineers, and other interested groups. 
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3. ALTERNATE METHODS FOR TRANSMISSION OF DATA TO THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION OPERATIONS CENTER 

3.1 Criteria for Choice of Trans•ission Method 

A~y .. thod chosen for the trans•ission of data between the plant site and NRC 
Operations Center •ust support the functions perfon~ed at the Operations Center. 
Table 1 lists the major functions of the Operations Center and the resulting 
criteria imposed on the trAns•ission and infor.ation syst .. used to support 
the Center. 

Items 4 and 6 under colu.n "Trans•hsion and Infon~ation Syst .. RequirtMnts" 
(Table 1) relate to ti .. liness and quantity of data. To ensure that the 
Operations Center can .ake an accurate, overall assess .. nt of an incident in 
progress and the licensee's response to that incident, data .ust be received 
at a rate coeparable to changes in the status of tho plant's critical syste•s. 
Ir. particul&r. such assess .. nts require the evaluation of the current par ... ter 
values, sequence of changes in a value, and sequence of significant changes of 
all para.eters (considered together). The insight necessa~ to .. ke accurate 
assess .. nts is gained only by seeing the sequence of changes as they occur and 
by having access to historical data and par ... ter co~arisons, as opposed to 
being dependent on after-the-fact descriptions of events. A review of the 
data fro• the Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) accident and data fro. other 
incidents indicates that critical safety para.eters .ay change fra. an 
acceptable to critical status in ti .. scales ••asured in seconds or •inutes. 

Diverse opinions exist on the nUiber of data par ... ters that should be available 
to the NRC for .anitoring p~r plant incident status. Typically, a plant 
control roa. has the capability to acquire approxiaately 1000 analog and 1500 
digital signals for the operators to use in controlling the plant. In contrast, 
NRC drAft Regulato~ Guide 1.97, "Instru.entation for l~ght-Water-Cooled Nuclear 
Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and Following an 
Accident" (Ref. 5), lists approxi.ately 150 reactor operations, radiological 
and .. teorological par ... ters each for PWR and BWR syste•s. S1•ilarly, the 
nuclear data link specification prepared by the NRC staff (dated Feb. 21, 1980) 
lists approxiaately 120 paraMeters (Ref. 1), essentially all of which are also 
listed in Regulato~ Guide 1. 97. These para.eters would provide a basis for 
the NRC staff to perfona incident .onitoring functions, including the evalua
tion of the effectiveness of a licensee's response strategy. With the nuclear 
data link, sufficient technical detail would be available for HRC staff 
(generally the Director of Site Operations) to consider general courses of 
action to be taken, ~~~• reca..endations, or perhaps issue orders if the 
situation warrants . Without considerably .ore detailed data regarding plant 
equipMent status, valve lineup, health physics, etc., NRC staff would be 
li•fted in its ability to provide detailed operational recommendations or 
orders to plant personnel . 

3. 2 Alternative Methods 

Alternative syst .. s exist that could be used to acquire significant power 
plant data, trans•it these data to the Operations Center, and finally provide 
.. thods to distribute these data as needed to the concerned Operations Center 
groups. These alternative B~thods for site data acquisition and transmission 
to the Operations Center can be classified into three general categories: 
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Table 1. Trans•ission and Infor.ation System Requirements to 
Support Major Operations Center Functions 

Operations Center 
Functions 

(NRC Incident Response Plan) 

Evaluate and categorize 
initial inforaation 

Evaluate incident and plant 
status 

Decide to escalate NRC 
response; decide to deescalate 
NRC response 

Evaluate licensee actions 

Direct licensees 

Advise licensees 

Project incident consequences 

Recoaaend protective actions 
for pu:,lic 

Review, investigate and 
docu.ent response actions 

Provide for personnel training 
activities 

Maintain response capability 

Transafssion and Information 
Syste. Requirements 

1. Provide data early in incident when 
... rgency personnel .ay not yet be 
available 

2. Provide. automatic alarms and warnings 
on statu~ of important parameters 

3. Minimize demands on control room 
personnel 

4. Collect data on a tiaely basis at a 
rate co.parable to changes in the 
status of the plant's critical syste.s 

S. Ensure accuracy of data 
6. Provide data in sufficient detail and 

quantity for analysis and identification 
of critical trends 

7. Facilitate data access, storage and 
recall by Operations Center technical 
personnel 

It .. s 1, 2, 4-7 above 

It .. s 1, 4-7 above 

Items 1, 4-7 above 

Iteas l, 4-7 above 

Items 1, 4-7 above 

Ite.s 4-7 above 

8. Provide peraanent data storage 
9. Provide for data recall procedures 

10. Provide capability for accident si•ulatfon 
11. Maxi•ize uniformity of data foraatting 

and recall .. thods at each site 

12. Verify coa~unicatfons link availability 
13. Verify site data acquisition integrity 
14. Provide for notification fn event of loss 

of site coaaunicatfons or data on an 
on-going basis 



I 
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(1) Manual .. thods - This categor,y includes .. thods using person-to-person 
voice ca..unications (telephone), .. nually loaded telefax .. chines, and 
other .. thods that require •uch .. nual intervention to acquire, trans•it, 
and retrieve data for use by the Operations Center. 

(2) s .. i-auta.atic .. thods - These .. thods use auta.atic data acquisition, 
but require .. nual intervention prior to trans•ission of the data, or 
.anual intervention at the Operations Center to distribute the data. 
Exa.ples of s .. i-autoaatic techniques are the use of data loggers and 
magnetic tape recorders at the plant site. With this equi~nt, data ts 
auta.atically recorded but .. ~ual inte~vention is required to .aunt the 
tape on a p)ayback or trans•ission unit. The use of printers at the 
Operations Center is another ex~le in which data listing -.y be auto
matic, but distribution, copying, and data reduction involve considerable 
.anual intervention. 

(3) Auto.atic .. thods supplemented by .. nua1 .. thods - These .. thods use 
ca.puter-based data acquisition at the reactor site and essentially 
continuous data trans•ission fro. the site to the Operations Center. At 
the Operations Center, data handling is based on auto .. tic acceptance of 
received data, ca.puter-based file .. nage.ent, and multiple access 
te~inals for data retrieval by concerned task groups. 

Under this alternative, supple.entar,y voice or telefax .. thods are 
e.ployed for site-to-center consultations for the transfer of infonaation 
not suited for auta.atic acquisition. Exa.ples of this type of infor.a
tion include data readings taken with portable instru.ents, requests for 
special equi~nt, and dtseusstons on unanticipated technical situations. 
The design of an auta.atic .. thad would have to allow for a .. nual or 
se•i-auta.atic backup. 

3. 3 Discussion of Alternatives 

Six of the syst .. requirements listed in Table 1 have special significance in 
li•iting the selection of alternatives. These are: 

Collect data on a ti .. ly basis compatible with changes in plant 
status; 
Provide da~~ in sufficient detail and quantity; 
Ensure accuracy of data; 
Provide data early fn the incident; 
Provide autoaatic alar.s and warnings; and 
Mini•ize demands on the control roo. personnel during e.ergencies. 

3. 3. 1 Manual Methods 

Although the Regulator,y Guide 1. 97 data par ... ter list of approxi.ately 150 
ite•s fs s .. 11 when compared with the nUiber of data i te.s available in the 
control room, 150 para.eters or even 30 or 40 par ... ters sa.pled at a rate 
COMParable to changes fn the status of the plant's critical syste•s presents a 
formidable probl .. when dealt with •anually. A voice-based .anual syste• 
would require several full·tf .. personnel and several telephone lines to 
acquire the necessar,y data from control roo. personnel and pass on that data 
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to the Operations Center even if the requfre.ents for sa.pl i ng rate were 
relaxed. A .. nual systea using facsi•ile trans•i ssion would collect data i n a 
si•ilar .. nner. Data ~uld have to be acquired .anual ly and transcribed to a 
for. for .ounting on the facsi•ile unit, or l istings froe the control room 
~uld have to be obtained for trans•fssion. 

In any of the .. nual syst-.s , the aanpower necessary to collect the required 
data could i~ose a burden on the plant. The collection activi t ies could be 
disruptive in the control roo. or ·ansite technical support center (TSC) . 
Trans•ission of data during the early stages of the accident ~uld be precluded 
until personnel arrived at the site and the Operations Center. In addition, 
given the psychological stress and urgency whfch exists under crisis conditions , 
the acquired data •ight be subject to huaan error and •isfnterpretation. These 
conclusions can be justified by a qufck look at the .. chanics of a .. nual syst ... 

In the •anual .. thod even under the best conditions, the data •ust go through 
three cycles of transcription. That is, the instru.ent is read at the plant, 
and the value of the reading is noted in wri ting. Later, the value is read 
and spoken over the telephone to the NRC c~unicator at the Operations Center 
(or telefaxed) . Then, the c~unicator •ust hear the value correctly and note 
it in writing (or receive the facsi•ile) . Final ly, the c~unicator •ust 
provide these data to the technical analysis te .. s. Each of these transcrip
tions contributes a reasonable chance for error. Furthen~are, the values are 
not sent to NRC t ... diately, but several values are accu.ulated before they 
are sent, thus incurring a significant delay. Once the data is in the Opera
tions Center, addftional aanual effort is needed to aanipulate the data so 
that different par ... ter readings fro~ the s ... point in tf .. are side-by-side, 
or to produce trend graphs of para.eters for ca-parison. Thus , another delay 
is incurred before serious analysis can begin. 

The cost of the equi~nt for .. nual .. thods of data acquisition fs fairly 
s•all . However, the total annual cost for a syst .. using single dedicated 
leased lines to the present 45 plant sites incurs an annual fee of about 
$500,000. Several lines to each plant would be required to trans•it the 
unevaluated data in addition to the existing direct and dedicated lines which 
will be used to exchange status infor.ation. The nu.ber of addftional lines 
would be dependent on the nu.ber of par ... ters required and the nu.ber of 
indfviduals that cou1d be aade available at the site for this task. 

3. 3.2 s .. i-Auta.atic Methods 

A s .. i-auto.atic syst .. for acqufring and trans•itting data fs characteri zed 
by auta.atic data acqufsftion at the licensed plant and trans•fssfon of data 
using digital technfques. This approach •inf•fzes the data acqufsition probl .. 
and reduces ca..unicatfons difficulties. Manual intervention •ight be required 
at the plant or at the Operatfons Center, or both, before data fro. the plant 
could be available to the NRC for analysts. 

One idea for a s .. i-auto.atic systea involves recording data on a re.avable 
storage unit at the plant process co.puter. The re.avable storage unit (a 
tape, floppy disk, cartridge, etc. ) could then be transferred .. nually fro. 
the plant process co.puter to the NRC ter.fnal . There, the data ~uld be 
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trans•itted to the Operations Center while inco.ing data was recorded on a 
fresh storage unit by the data acquisition syst ... 

It .. y be substantialJy cheaper to provide data to the nuclear data link (NOL) 
by .. nually transferring re.ovable storage devices in this •anner, rather than 
using digital co .. untcations to .ake the transfer, as by transferring data . 
.anually, the installation of a separate data acquisition syst .. with a digital 
co..unications interface could be avoided. However, if a separate syst .. with 
a digital interface were installed by licensees for the onsite technical 
support center (TSC) and nearsite e.ergency operation facility (EOF) , in ~st 
cases existing process co.puters cannot be used for this task. If this is the 
situation the sa.i-auto.atic NDL can share this required data acquisition 
syste•, and the use of .. nually transferred reaovable storage devices would 
not represent a cost savings in this regard. Further.ore, the cost of the NRC 
trans•iss1on te~inals at the sit~ would be increased by the use of this 
technique and a tt .. lag before data is transmitted would be introduced. 

At the Operations Center, the data could be processed by the proposed Opera
tions Center co.puter. Alternatively, using a second technique for a s .. i
auto.atic syste•, the data •fght si~ly be printed by a conventional i~act 
printer at the Operations Center. Analysis and distribution of the data then 
beco .. s a eanual task. This sch ... could be used at the Operations Center 
whether the data was acquired by auto.atic or se•f-automatic .. ans . However. 
the amount of paper that could be quickly generated by an i.pact printer could 
hinder effective analysts . 

The advantage of sf~ly printing the data at the Operations Center fs the 
apparent low cost and sf~lfcity of the printer, as co.pared with auto.ated 
distribution equfp-.nt. However, the equfp-.nt is not as sf~le as it •ight 
first appear. Connecting a printer to the dedicated telephone link (through a 
mod .. ) is possible, but it allows no opportunity for correcting errors occurring 
during nor.al trans•ission, or for truly standardized data for.atting. These 
shortco.ings could be r ... died only by the addition of additional co..unfca-
tions control equf~nt at the Operations Center, and by increasing the co.plexity 
of the NRC ten.inal at the site. 

Without data link -error-correction capability, several errors fn the fnco•fng 
data introduced typically by electrical noise fn transit fro• the plant to 
headquarters can be expected every day. (The actual error rate will vary fro. 
line to line and fro. tt .. to tt .. on any l i~e . ) so .. of these errors will 
produce printed characters that are obviously out of context; other errors 
will si~ly look like valid readings and •ay never be discovered. The Opera
tions Center staff will be far too busy during an incident to question every 
f~ortant, abnor.al value. Error correction fs thus necessary. 

Error correction is achieved by a relatively si~le computer processor at the 
Operations Center with the capability of checking the messages for errors, and 
for fo~ulatfng and trans•fttfng a .. ssage back to the sfte over the same 
wires achievi ng correction. Note that this error correction fs achieved by 
two-way ca..unicatfons; the .. ssages flow1ng both ways on the s ... line are 
controlled by a ca..unfcatfons p~otocol that ensures that .essages are not 
l ost and do not interfere with each other. 
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s .. i-auto.atically transaitted data aust be transaitted in a standardized 
foraat froa every reactor to avoid having to deal ~ith all of the 80 plus 
unique plant foraats at the Operations Center. This requires installing a 
foraatting capability (both soft~are and processing power) in the tenainals at 
the various sites prior to transaission to NRC. The foraatting task is not 
assigned to the data acquisition systea at the plant, because the NDL foraat 
for data transaission is not suitable for the other systeas acquiri ng data 
froa that source. The data acquisition systea ~ould also perfona tiae·critical 
tasks and should not be expected to handle aultiple foraats . 

There are other disadvantages of having data printed upon arrival at the 
Operations Center that are not reaedied by additional hardware and soft~are . 
During an incident, the Operations Center is the scene of considerable activity. 
In this environaent, data distribution fs a aajor probl... Strict procedures 
do not al~ays assure that people can get inforaation proaptly, especial ly when 
those people are aoving about and aeeting ~ith others on an eaergency basis . 

Furtheraore, the discovery of trends in variables observed during incidents 
and the understanding of obscure relationships between plant paraaeters requires 
that data be presented in a foraat aore easily absorbed than an array of 
coluans of nuabers on a printout. In the absence of Operations Center data 
handling capability, the plotting and foraatting of vast quantities of data 
~ould have to be done aanually-·a tiae·consuaing, errorprone operation. Even 
the siMPlest plots of a rapidly changing paraaeter saapled once per ainute 
require an hour of aanual effort, if one is interested in a trend visible over 
a day's accuaulation of data. The discovary of interrelationships bet~en 
paraaeters is aore difficult if tiae is faportant; siaple aids such as side-by
side tabular lists (faster to prepare, but clearly inferior to superiaposed 
plots) ~ould have to be prepared aanually. 

Thus the shortcoafngs of the seai·autoaatic approach are excessive delays and 
errors in the data and cuabersoae foraatting. The specified data can be 
acquired and delivered to the NRC, but delays ranging froa tens of ainutes to 
hours ~ill be incurred in foraatting ·the data, and data of iaportance to a 
particular scenario, but not acquired autoaatically, cannot be handled by the 
systea. In addition, the accuracy of any particular data value cannot be 
reasonably assured. These factors therefore preclude the use of seai·autoaatic 
aethods ~ith the NDL. 

3.3.3 Autoaatic Methods 

An autoaated data systea is able to acquire data autoaatically and continuously 
at the plant, transait it to the Operations Center, and then distribute and 
display the data iaaediately to the NRC staff ~ithout huaan intervention. The 
data is also stored at the Operations Center for use in generating tiae 
histories of the paraaeters . Tiae histories and other special displays can be 
generated upon coaaand. 

Disadvantages of an autoaated systea include substantially higher initial cost, 
and higher cost of aaintaining a systea that is aore c~lex to aanage. · 
Because of equipaent acquisition and prograaaing, the lead tiae for iapleaenting 
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the syst .. is greater. There is also a transition period, while the NRC staff 
beco.es accusto.ed to working with the auto.ated equi~nt, during which the 
syst .. will not operate at full effectiveness. 

Although so.e personnel are required to operate the system, the number is 
considerably s.alltr than for .anual or s .. i-auto.atic systems of lesser 
reliability and data capability which is an advantage for an auto.ated system. 
Further.ore, the accuracy of the data does not depend so strongly on hu.an 
factors . 

Various types of autoaated systems •ay provide so.e or all of the following 
i~ortant features : 

Data is acquired fr~ a known source; that is, the data acquisition 
syste. is connected to a specific sensor, and a description of the 
particular sensor supplying the data can be available at the Opera
tions Center. (If data is acquired .anually, one is not sure which 
sensor is being read.) 
Par ... ters are sa.pled essentially si•ultaneously assuring that NRC 
and licensee are reviewing identical values for the same parameters. 
Data is converted to engineering units in a consistent, docu.ented 
fashion. 
Data is transMitted prOMptly to the Operations Center; the delay 
between the reading of a value and its appearance on a screen at the 
Operations Center is in the order of one minute. 
Errors introduced in transit are corrected. 
Data is fonaatted automatical ly to enable the recognition of trends 
and interrelationships. The delay for refonaatting data by special 
request will generally be less than one or two minutes. 
Selected par&Mtters can be des ignated to automatically initiate 
alar.s at the Operations Center on detection of abnormal values. 
At any given ti .. , the data fro• the previous thirty minutes for 
each plant is available. If an event occurs, all data from that 
plant is retained; otherwise, data .are than thi rty minutes old is 
discarded. This assures that conditions leading to an event are 
docUMented. 
Retention of data received by the NRC Operations Center begins on 
receipt of an auto.atic alar. or when instituted by the Operations 
Centr.r (in case a subtle situation should fai l t o ~rigger an alarm}. 
This data is stored autOMatically for recal l as needed after the 
Operations Center is fully activated. 
These processes all take place without the attention of licensee 
control roo. personnel . This is not to say that l icensee personnel 
will not have essential i nput to the system. In fact, i t is 
i~Portant that the present voice l i nk to the licensee plants be 
retained. In a .ajor i ncident, there is need for infonaation other 
than raw data from the plant. Facsimile capability should also be 
available. 
Data required specifically for one incident can be entered into the 
systeM and •ade a part of the data base. The recall and display of 
this data is a routine Matter. 
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4. DESCRIPTION OF THE FULLY AUTOMATIC NUCLEAR DATA LINK ALTERNATIVE 

An auto.atic syste• for upgrading the NRC's e.ergency response capabilities fs 
described in NUREG/CR-1451, "Conceptual and Progra.matfc Framework for the 
Proposed Nuclear Data Link." The proposed systea provides for the transmission 
and auta.atic display at the NRC Operations Center of approxi•Jtely 120 
critical data para.eters froa each operating reactor. Supplementary voice/ 
telefax ca..unications are provided for as aay be required. 

The functions to be perfor.ed by the nuclear data link (NDL), ~lon~ with the 
design considerations, dictate .that the automatic system be coapo~ ~- 1 of 
subsyste•s for data acquisition, communications, and for Operations Center 
data processing and display. Each of the subsysteas performs an essential 
function for the NDL; each one is logically distinct from the others. 

The function of the data acquisition subsystem [to be i~le.en~ed by the 
licensee and shared with the onsite technical support center (.SC), nearsite 
e.ergency operations center (EOF), and safety par~ter display syst .. (SPDS)] 
is to bring data fro. the plant into a co.puter, where the values can be 
converted fnto engineering units (if necessary), and then sent to the Opera
tions Center by the co .. unications subsystem. The data acquis~ tion systea has 
the ability to verify the form of the data it receives. 

The com.unications subsyst .. takes the data froa the data acquisition subsystea 
and transmits it to the Operations Center over dedicated telephone lines. 
(Test data can be generated without aid fro. the plant and trans•itted to the 
NRC Operations Center for syste. verification. ) The arriving Jata at the 
Operations Center is checked for errors; errors introduced into the data as it 
travels over the line froe the licensee site to the Operations Center are 
detected and corrected. The data is then passed to the Operat;ons Center 
subsystea for distribution and display to the NRC staff. 

Inside the Operations Center subsyste•, the data is sent to t~c display areas 
and to storage devices for later retrieval. The data. to be viewed i ... diately 
is converted to a readable form, formatted for easy understanding, and sent to 
the display screens. All data is processed by special software to aake it 
easily retrievable, and is then sent to storage. 

Another portion of the Operations Center subs)st .. receives ca.aands fro. 
persons requesting that certain data be displayed in particular ways. Special 
software retrieves the requested data from storage and sends it to the screens. 
If a ti .. trend has been requested, software also reprocesses the data and 
produces the requested plots pra.ptly. 
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5. RELATIONSHIP OF NUCLEAR DATA LINK TO ELEMENTS NECESSARY FOR EMERGENCY 
PREPAREDNESS 

The accident at Three Mfle Island Unft 2 led to studies perfo~d within the 
NRC and industry that identified the need for extensive i~rov~nts in 
... rgency preparedness at nuclear power plants. The following i.prov..ents 
are called for: 

(1) Manage.ent and coordination of all support personnel and organizations 
having a response role; 

(2)' Availability of infor.ation needed to assess and •anage an accident at a 
nuclear reactor facility; 

(3) Continuous assess .. nt of actual and potential radiological consequences; 
(4) Provisions (through State and local agencies) for early warning and 

freque~t clear instructions to the local affected population; and 
(5) Provision for continuous accurate info~tion to the general public. 

licensees will or have been required to provide new ... rgency response 
facilities or syst .. s to assist in fostering these needed f~rov ... nts. These 
facilities or syst .. s are the safety para .. ter display syst .. (SPDS) , technical 
support center (TSC), and ... rgency operations facility (EOF) . These along 
with the NOL, will operate as an integrated systea to enhance .anage.ent of 
the total e.ergency response (Figure 1). These facilities •ust each provide 
for their own perfor.ance requfr ... nts, and the HDL, whfle serving NRC needs, 
•ust be consistent ~ith these other ... rgency response facflftfes . 

5.1 Safety Para.eter Display Syst .. (SPDS) 

The safety para.eter display syst .. (SPOS) is a required operating aid for 
control roo. personnel that displays those variables defining the safety 
status of i~ortant plant syst .. s. The SPDS is only a .anitoring syste. and 
is not intended to replace any existing control roo. displays. Its purpose is 
to consolidate infor.ation that describes plant safety status and to present 
this infor.ation in a useful display for.at. The syst .. will operate during 
both nor.al and abno~l operating conditions. 

The design of the SPDS will provide the control roa. with a real-ti.e display 
of a •fni•u. set of plant para..ters (a subset of the NDL par ... ters) fro. 
which the safety status of the plant aay be quickly evaluated. It will be 
capable of displaying this infor.ation during both steady-state and transient 
conditions. Magnitudes and trends of appropriate para.eters will be accessible 
to allow quick assess .. nt of f~ortant plant processes. The SPDS wfll be 
located fn the plant control roo. and requires no additional staffing beyond 
current levels. 

5.2 Technical Support Center (TSC) 

The onsite technical support center (TSC) is a required eMergency response 
facility that alleviates control room overcrowding during an accident. It 
will provide plant .. nagement and technical support to reactor operation$ 
personnel during ... rgency conditions and during ... rgency recovery operations. 
Ca.prehensive data necessary to .oni tor the reactor syst .. s status and evaluate 
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plant syst .. s abno~lities will be provided in the TSC. These data will be a 
fraction of the variables available in the control roo.. * The data presenta
tions will include current value, ti .. rate of change, and ti .. history 
displays of critical operational para.eters. Sufficient data to deter.ine the 
plant dyna.ic behavior prior to and throughout the course of an accident will 
be available for analysis in the TSC. Such data will include up-to-date plant 
records and procedures to support technical analysis and evaluation of plant 
conditions during the ... rgency and recovery operations. 

The TSC will be the ... rgency operations work area for designated senior plant 
.anage .. nt personnel, licensee engineering and technical personnel, a saall 
staff of NRC personnel, and any other licensee-designated personnel needed to 
provide the required technical support. TSC ·will be located near the control 
room to allow "face-to·face11 interaction between control roo. personnel and 
plant aanag ... nt working. in the TSC. 

5. 3 E .. raency Operations Facility (EOF) 

The required nearsite ... rgency operations facility (EOF) will be located near 
the reactor plant and wilt provide continuous coordination and evaluation of 
all licensee activities during an ... rgency having potential or actual environ
.ental consequences. The overall aanag ... nt of licensee resources in response 
to an ..ergency will be based fn the EOF. The EOF will function as the post
accident recovery aanag ... nt center for both onsite and offsite activities. 
To acco.plish these functions, capability will be provided in the EOF for the 
collection and evaluation of all pertinent radiological, .. teorological, and 
geophysical data. 

Representatives fro. appropriate offsite agencies will be present at the EOF 
and will coordinate e .. rgency response activities. Besides NRC and the Federal 
~rgency Manag ... nt Agency, these agencies include local, State, and Federal 
e .. rgency response organizations and will provide current info~tion on 
conditions that -.y potentially affect the public welfare . 

5.4 Data Availability 

The safety para.eter display system (SPDS), a required control room display, 
will use S081 variables listed in Regulatory Guide 1. 97, plus other site
specific variables of significance. The data described in Regulatory Guide 
1.97 (types 8, C, 0, and E), including a SPDS display, defines the •ini•u. 
data availability at the technical support center (TSC) and emergency opera
tions facility (EOF) . The Regulatory Guide 1. 97 data also includes all data 
required for the NDL. As shown in Figure 1, a data acquisition system separate 
fro. the plant process computer will -be provided at each plant for Regulatory 
Guide 1.97 data. If Regulatory Guide 1.97 data were to be supplied by the 
process control co.puter, the possibility exists of competition for resources 
between the control roo. and the a.ergency response facilities. Separation of 
the data acquisition facility eli•fnates this possibility for required d~ta . 
The licensee aay supply additional data from tht process control computer to 

1 The NOL will have a subset of the TSC variables. 
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·-· ·:· the TSC· and EOF if the licensee chooses to do so. It should be noted again 
•. that the NDL does not deter.ine the data acquisition syste. require.ents, 

which are basically deter.ined by SPDS, TSC and EOF needs. Thus the NOL 
syst .. , which will be phased in shortly after the site require.ents are 
satisfied, is not ·expected to iiiPOSe a large i.ncre.ental expense on licensees. 

The large nUiber of ca..only required variables between the NOL, TSC, EOF and 
SPOS aakes consideration of an integrated syst .. appear .are attractive fra. a 
standpoint of cost. The .ajar disadvantage of a single data acquisition 
systea is that if the acquisition systea fails; the data source is lost for 
all ... rgency response facilities. Although it would be preferable to have 
c~letely separate data acquisition systeas, appropriate and inexpensive 
.. asures can be provided to ensure reliability of the integrated NDL data 
strea.. Thus the interrelationship of the four systeas 1n the single data 
acquisition systea will not present an insun~auntable technical problea. 

Integration of the systeas will encourage better ca..unications during an 
,..rgency, particularly between the various licensee and NRC participants. 
Because the data received by ,all parties will be c~atible (generated by the 
s ... sensor using identical engineering units), technical . discussion will be 
enhanced and the independently generated displays will be siailar. Experience 
at TMI·Z, other incidents, and drills have deaonstrated the need to greatly 
iaprove the ti .. ty transfer of technical data with aini•al afsinterpretatfon 
by the participants and the public. 
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I~l.-entation . of the nuclear data link (NDL) would require a eajor coordinated 
effort fro. NRC, the ·licensees. a ·syste. Integrator· and selected contractor(s). 
In s~ry. the ·i~l ... ntation plan could .-ploy- ~he technical and ainagerial 
capabilities of a selected nonprofit institution o~ another Govern.erit agene.y 
as the NOL Syst .. Integrator ~o in turn would select, by coepetitive bidding, 
contractor(s) to design, supply, and install the NOL hardware and software. 

The following specific responsibilities have been identified for each of the 
particfpatfr.g organizations. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

6.1 NRC Responsibilities 

NRC would assu.e the role of overall progr .... nager which consists of 
establishing the sy_st• functional requir ... nts and the ·overall progru 
funding and schedule plan·. Draft functional requireMnts .have· been 
written and will be aug~ented and .odified as needed blsed on the intended· 
use of the NOLin aiding NRC .to discharge their responsibilities during a 
radiological incident. . . . · 
The NRC would concur on the final ·NDL syst .. s concept as developed and. 
refined by the Syste•s Integ~ator . · _ · 
Prototype nuclear data link installations would be made at no •ore than 
three selected reactor plants .to verify interface .. requirements and gain 
ex~erience to facilitate instillation at all the other plants. The NRC 
would be responsible .for uking the overall arrangements with the lead 
p 1 ant uti 1i ty organizations. .. . . 
The NRC would issue necessary regulations and guides that would enable 
the utf lftfes to .. et thefr c~ftlents to provide the various support 
fac i l i ties such as the technical support center and the.data acquisition 
syste•. This also would include the interface specifications between 
such facilities. 
When the NDL installation beco..s operational, the NRC would assu.e 
responsibi l ity for its overall operation. 

6. 2 Syste• Integrator Respons ibilities 

(1) The Syst~ Integrator would provide overall technical direction for the 
progra. within the . fr...work re-established by the NRC funding and schedule 

·plan and functional requir ... nts; 
(2) The Syst .. · Integrator would co.plete the NDL syst• design in sufficient 

detail to allow for a co.petftfve procur..ent of as much of. the hardware 
and software· as t1 .. allows. NRC would expect to select the Sys_tetl 
Integrator early in FY81. 

·. 

: 

T 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Project plans and schedules ~uld be developed and aaintafned by the 
Syste. Int.grator. 
Requests for proposals would be prepared by the Syst .. Integrator and 
contractor(s) ~uld be selected using the procu~nt services of the 
Syste. Integrator organ_ization. 
Contractor design and software work ~uld be .onitored by the Syste. 
Integrator to ensure co.pliance to the syst .. s specifications and schedules 
agreed to in the purchase contract. 
The Syste. Integrator vould provide liaison between the contractor(s), 
the NRC and licensees as needed to ensure the ti .. ly integration of the 
overall NDL systeli. · · 
The Syst .. Integrator ~uld specify and supervise the overall syst .. 
operational verification tests which ~uld de.onstrate the cOibined 
operation of ·· thl plant data acquisition subsyste. (including the NRC site 
transaission unit), the co..unication subsyst .. , and the NRC headquarters 
Operations Center subsyst .. under si.ulated nuclear accident conditions. 
Thl Syst ... Integrator vould .. ke provisions for a prograa to train NRC 
personnel to operate the MOL. 

6.3 Syst .. s Contractor(s) 

The syst .. s contractor(s) ~uld be selected by c~titive bidding to supply 
the hardware and software as prescribed in the contractural agret~~tnts with 
the Syst.. Integrator. This would include docu..ntation, training and 

. arrang~~~~nts for future .. intenance and software updating. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

6. 4 licensees 

licensets ~uld be responsible to provide the controlled MDL data set as 
a part of their response to the NRC general require .. nt for provision of 
e .. rgency facilities. A preti•ina~ specification, Functional-Criteria 
for EMrgency Response Facilities (Ref. 6), has been issued.for fnteria 
use and c~nt. 
The licensees ~uld be required to progra• and .. intain the required data 
acquisition syst .. so that data transaission ~uld not be interrupted. 
The licensee ~uld be required to provide space, power and enviro,...ntal 
control for the NRC ter.inal. 
Not ~re than three licensee organizations ~uld be asked .to participate 
fn a lead plant .(prototype) progra• with the Syst.. Integrator to verify 
interface require.ents and gain installation info,...tion. 

6.5 ProJected Cost and Schedule 

On July 10. 1980. the NRC staff presented to the Ca.hsion their recoa.enda· · 
tions for the NOL syst .. including anticipated costs and schedule (Ref. 4). 
Preliaina~ cost esti .. tes for one version indicated a total installe.; ,ystes 
cost vould be of the order of 20 aillion dollars with initial operating capability 
projected to be achieved in about four years. Tht four-year schedule ~uld 
per.it integration of the NDL with the other required utility eaergency response 
syst .. s (the onsfte technical support center and the nearsite eaergency opera· 
tions facility). This ~uld result 1n NOL capability being achieved ~thout ; 
excessive iMPICt on the operating utilities. 
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'The current plans conteaplate ca.pletion of the NDL system concept study by 
the end_of ,FY80. lf an early decision is •ade to proceed with this alternative. 
lead .plant prototype installation could begin in FY82 to verify interface 
requfr.-ents and obtain installation experience • . Based on the lead plant 
evaluations. detailed interface and equipment specifications could be co.
pleted .. in FY82. Contractor(s) would be selected by the ca.petftive process. 
The hardware and software would be procured and installed by .mid-FY84. The 
NDL syste• could achieve initial operational c~pability by the end of FY84. 
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